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Surface Plasmon Assisted High Resolution and High Contrast Optical
Imaging

by

Feifei Wei
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Professor Zhaowei Liu, Chair
Professor Oleg Shpyrko, Co-Chair

This thesis presents theoretical and/or experimental demonstrations of sev-

eral Surface Plasmon (SP) assisted high-resolution or high-contrast microscopy

techniques, including Plasmonic Structured Illumination Microscopy (PSIM), Plas-

monic Darkfield (PDF) Microscopy, Plasmonic Evanescent field (PEF) Microscopy

and Localized Surface Plasmon Assisted Contrast (LSPAC) Microscopy.

The PSIM combines tunable SP interference with structured illumination

microscopy (SIM) to achieve super-resolution. By replacing the laser interference

fringes in conventional SIM with SP interference (SPI) patterns, PSIM possesses

higher image resolving power compared to that of SIM. Both theoretical and ex-
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perimental concept demonstration shows more than 2.6-fold resolution improve-

ment compared with conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy, whereas SIM only

achieves about 2 times resolution improvement. This new PSIM technique is a

wide field super-resolution imaging technique and potentially could be used for

high-speed biomedical imaging.

The PDF microscopy is a compact, alignment-free dark-field microscopy

technique. Experimental results show that it is capable of forming dark-field images

of the specimens by utilizing a highly integrated chip-scale plasmonic condenser.

The PEF microscopy is a similar technique that exploits the extremely short z

decay length of high wave vector SP waves for achieving selective excitation of

fluorophores very close to the substrate. Both the PDF and PEF microscopy pos-

sess high z resolution and high imaging contrast and are suitable for the dynamics

study near the contact regions of living cells and the substrate.

The LSPACmicroscopy combines localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)

and dark field microscopy technique for high-contrast purpose. Because of the sen-

sitive response of LSPR with the change of surrounding media refractive indices,

this technique can convert the refractive index variation to the scattering intensity

difference and form a high contrast, diffraction limited image of a thin unstained

transparent specimen with small refractive index variation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background of imaging system and diffraction

limit

Since its introduction around the 1600s, optical microscopy has made big

strides in improvements owing to the invention of achromatic lens system, Köh-

ler illumination configuration, as well as the development in lens manufacturing

processes. Currently, the optical microscope is an indispensable tool for biological

research due to its non-invasive probing ability to examine bio-specimens.

1.1.1 Coherent and incoherent imaging system

Depending on whether the light coming from the sample is spatially coher-

ent or not, imaging systems could be separated to coherent imaging system and

incoherent imaging system. A coherent imaging system, such as the transmission

or reflection microscopy with a coherent illumination light source, is a linear system

with respect to the electric field. The electric field in the image plane Ei(x, y) can

be written as a convolution of the electric field in the object plane Eo(x, y) and the

electric field impulse response function of the system h(x, y). By taking the square

of electric field amplitude, the intensity detected at the image plane Ii(x, y) can

be calculated. The Fourier transform of Equation (1.1) reveals that the spectrum

of the electric field in the image plane FEi
(fx, fy) equals to the spectrum of the

1
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electric field in the object plane FEo(fx, fy) times the amplitude transfer function

of the system H(fx, fy), as shown in Equation (1.2). Since the amplitude trans-

fer function can be written as a scaled pupil function of the system, it could be

interpreted as a band pass filter with certain passing band for diffraction-limited

imaging systems, whose pupil functions are 1 within certain region and 0 outside

[1].

Ei(x, y) = Eo(x, y) ∗ h(x, y)

=

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
Eo(xo, yo)h(x− xo, y − yo)dxodyo (1.1)

FEi
(fx, fy) = FEo(fx, fy) ·H(fx, fy) (1.2)

Ii(x, y) = |Ei(x, y)|2 = |Eo(x, y) ∗ h(x, y)|2 (1.3)

In regard to incoherent image systems such as fluorescence microscopy, since

the phase variation of different points in the object plane is uncorrelated, it is a

linear system with respect to the intensity. The intensity at the image plane Ii(x, y)

is a convolution of the intensity at the object plane Io(x, y) and the point-spread-

function of the system psf(x, y). By taking the Fourier transform of Equation (1.4),

the spectrum of the image intensity FIi(fx, fy) can be written as the spectrum of

the object intensity FIo(fx, fy) times the optical transfer function of the imaging

system OTF (fx, fy). The optical transfer function of the imaging system is the

Fourier transform of the intensity impulse response function |h(x, y)|2, and can

be further expressed as the normalized autocorrelation function of the amplitude

transfer function [1]. Therefore, the optical transfer function of a diffraction-limited

imaging system is also a band pass filter. The highest spatial frequency detected in

the image plane is determined by the cutoff frequency of the OTF of the diffraction-

limited imaging system and spatial frequency information higher than that in the

object plane could not go through the system.

Ii(x, y) = Io(x, y) ∗ psf(x, y) = Io(x, y) ∗ |h(x, y)|2 (1.4)

FIi(fx, fy) = FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF (fx, fy) (1.5)
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1.1.2 Diffraction limit

Due to the band-passing nature of conventional imaging systems, either co-

herent or incoherent, the finest feature in the image plane is limited by diffraction.

Even today, after more than four hundred years of improvements, diffraction limit

is still a barrier for most optical microscopes.

The resolution limit of a microscope system characterizes the ability of an

optical system to resolve close by point objects as separate points from one another.

There are several criteria to define the lateral resolution limit of an optical system.

Rayleigh criterion defines two points source to be just resolved as the maximum of

the diffraction pattern of one point source coincide with the first minimum of the

diffraction pattern of the other [2]. Since the diffraction-limited image of a point

source formed by lenses with circular apertures is an Airy disk, Rayleigh criterion

for these system equals 0.61λ/NA, the distance between the center maximum and

first minimum of an Airy disk, with λ being the wavelength of the light and NA

being the numerical aperture of the lens systems. Besides the Rayleigh criterion,

Abbe limit, which defines the resolution limit of an imaging system as λ/(2NA), is

another criterion widely used in microscopy field. The image of two point sources

with separation equals Abbe limit still has a small dip in the middle, although

not as distinct as that with separation equals Rayleigh criterion. A third criterion

of resolution limit is the Sparrow limit, which is widely used in Astronomy. The

Sparrow limit is defined as that the image of two point sources no longer has a

dip in the middle and equals to 0.47λ/NA for lens system with circular apertures.

Although there are small coefficient differences among Rayleigh criteria, Abbe limit

and Sparrow limit, they are all proportional to the wavelength length of the light

used and inversely proportional to the numerical aperture of the lens system.

1.2 Review of advanced microscopy techniques

As more and more biological studies require sub-100 nm or even molecular

scale resolution, improving the lateral resolution of optical microscopes to such

scales has become a hotly researched field.
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1.2.1 Traditional methods of improving the resolving power

Since the diffraction limit is proportional to the wavelength of the light, de-

creasing the detection wavelength to ultraviolet spectrum, X-ray spectrum or even

electron beam will significantly increase the resolving power (decrease the resolu-

tion limit). However, these high-energy probes would result in significant damage

to bio-samples and could not be used for living specimen measurements. Another

straightforward way of improving the resolving ability of optical microscopy is to

increase the NA of the objective. By using immersion liquid such as oil, the NA

of the objective can reach up to 1.4. However, the NA of these immersion objec-

tives is then restricted by the refractive index of the immersion media. Since there

are only several choices of high-refractive index liquids as immersion media, the

improvement of the optical microscope resolving power is limited.

Besides decreasing the wavelength and increasing the NA of the imaging

system, exploiting the high spatial frequency information carried by the evanes-

cent waves emerging from the object is another way of improving the resolving

power of an imaging system. Since the intensity of an evanescent wave decreases

exponentially with the distance from the object, placing a probe at the near field

zone of the object is necessary. Near-field scanning microscopy (NSOM), invented

around 1980s, utilizes a sub-wavelength scale tip or aperture within the near field

zone of the object to detect the evanescent waves. With the help of scanning stages

and feedback mechanisms to keep the probe within the near field zone, images with

sub-diffraction limited resolution can be formed. The resolution of NSOM systems

is limited by the size of the tip or aperture, and image resolution smaller than

one tens of the wavelength has been demonstrated [3]. Although NSOM has sig-

nificantly improved resolution when compared to conventional optical microscopy,

placing the probe within several tens of nanometer of the object is still quite chal-

lenging for certain applications such as studies involving living cells or intracellular

cellular structure.
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1.2.2 Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy techniques

Within the past two decades, multiple super-resolution fluorescence mi-

croscope techniques, such as stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED)

[4, 5, 6, 7] single molecular localization techniques [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], structured

illumination microscopy (SIM) [14, 15, 16], have been proposed and experimen-

tally demonstrated. These techniques can resolve fluorescent features around tens

of nanometers or less by switching the fluorescent molecules on and off sequentially.

STED microscopy achieves super-resolution resolution by confining the ex-

citation of fluorescence molecules to a sub-diffraction limited region through stim-

ulated emission depletion process. In order to form a 2D super-resolution image,

two co-axially aligned synchronized illuminations sources consisting of an excita-

tion beam and a STED beam are used to scan the sample. Due to the stimulated

emission depletion effect, only fluorescent molecules within the overlap region of

the excitation beam and the dark area of the STED beam could fluoresce. The re-

solving power of the STED microscopy is determined by the power of the depletion

laser, but the extreme high power may result in rapid photobleaching of the sample

[4, 5]. Researchers have used STED microscopy to resolve individual vesicles (∼ 40

nm in diameter) in the synapse and reveals the behavior of the synaptotagmin I in

mildly active or intensely stimulated nerve terminals [6]. In 2008, Stefan W. Hell’s

group also demonstrated 28 frames per second (fps) video-rate STED microscopy

of synaptic vesicles in living cells with 62 nm resolution and 1.8 µm by 1.8 µm

field of view using a resonant Galvo scanning mirror [7]. However, since STED is

a scanning technique, the time needed for one frame scales linearly to the imag-

ing area. Different from STED microscopy, stochastic optical reconstruction mi-

croscopy (STORM) and photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) overcome

the diffraction-limit by high-accuracy localization of photoswitchable fluorophores

[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In each imaging cycle of PALM and STORM microscopy,

only a sparse set of the fluorescent molecules, with center-to-center distance larger

than conventional diffraction limit, are turned on. Therefore, the image of these

fluorescent molecules has little overlaps and the location of each fluorophore can

be determined to nanometer accuracy through fitting its corresponding image with
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a Gaussian function. By combining the processed images from multiple imaging

cycles, a super-resolution image of the flourophore distribution could be recon-

structed. For PALM and STORM, the resolution is determined by the localization

accuracy, which is eventually limited by the number of photons captured from the

flourophore within one imaging cycle [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Later, three-dimensional

(3D) STORM was developed to achieve 3D resolution improvement with 20-30 nm

lateral-resolution and 50-60 nm axial-resolution through using optical astigmatism

introduced by a cylindrical lens [9, 10]. Recently, high speed STORM was demon-

strated with microtubule dynamics in living cells at 3 seconds time resolution and

2.6 µm by 2.6 µm field of view [11]. With the help of compressive sensing, the

updated particle location extraction algorithm can successfully recover the fluo-

rophore distributions with fluorophore density up to one order of magnitude higher

than that could be handle by conventional STORM data process algorithm. De-

spite the significant speed improvement, the number of raw measurements needed

for reconstructing a super-resolution image is still on the order of 100 for 2.6 µm by

2.6 µm field of view even with the most up to date algorithm, which also increases

as the imaging area increases [11].

1.2.3 Structured Illumination Microscopy SIM

Among the high-resolution imaging techniques, SIM is a method of spe-

cial interest. It is suitable for in vivo biological imaging applications because it

utilizes visible light (low energy photon) for imaging and it is a wide field super-

resolution technique, which can potentially achieve high-imaging speed. SIM with

a resolution of about twice the diffraction limit has already been experimentally

demonstrated and used to acquire 3D multicolor high-resolution images of the nu-

cleus of mammalian cells [14, 15, 16]. With the help of liquid crystal spatial light

modulator and ferroelectric liquid crystal phase retarders, the speed of PSIM was

then improved to 4-11 fps with 32×32 to 8×8 µm [17]. Since SIM is a wide field

imaging technique, the time it takes to acquire one super-resolution image is less

than that of STED, STORM and PALM with the same imaging area.

In conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy, only information with spatial
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Figure 1.1: Concept of resolution enhancement in SIM. (a) An example object
with small features; (b) a structured illumination pattern; (c) Moiré fringes formed
by superposing structured illumination pattern (b) with object (a); (d) Fourier
space representation of the SIM. The gray circle with radius fcutoff corresponds to
the accessible area of epi-fluorescence microscopes; the two red solid circles repre-
sent the high-spatial frequency information that can be coupled into the detectable
region through structured illumination shown in (b). The shift in Fourier space is
determined by the spatial frequency of the illumination pattern f1.

frequencies that reside within the passband of the optical transfer function (OTF)

of the objective can be detected. The OTF corresponds to a circular region of

radius fcutoff around the origin in Fourier space (the gray circle in Figure 1.1 d),

where fcutoff defines the maximum resolvable spatial frequency, which is equal to

λ/(2NA) for conventional epi-fluorescence microscopes. SIM utilizes the so-called

Moiré effect to couple some of the high spatial frequency information from out-

side of the detectable region to inside the region to improve the resolution. For

example, when an object with spatial frequency f (Figure 1.1 a) overlaps with an

illumination pattern with spatial frequency f1 (Figure 1.1 b), a Moiré fringe that

contains spatial frequency f − f1, f and f + f1 (Figure 1.1 c) is generated. If the

spatial frequency of the Moiré fringe is smaller than fcutoff , the Moiré fringe can be

detected by an optical microscope. The observed Moiré fringe image contains the

contribution from all three components in Fourier space (represented by the red

circles and the gray circle in Figure 1.1 d) due to the spatial frequency mixing intro-

duced by the structured illumination. In order to obtain a faithful high-resolution

image, the three components in Fourier space need to be solved and moved back

to their original positions. Therefore, multiple images with different illumination
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phases should be recorded and used to reconstruct the final high-resolution image

through a numerical algorithm [14, 15, 16]. The saturated structured illumination

microscopy (SSIM), proposed by R. Heintzmann [18] and experimentally demon-

strated by M. G. L. Gustafsson [19], can achieve even higher resolution compared

to SIM by utilizing the nonlinear dependence of the fuorescence emission rate on

the illumination intensity. The SSIM, however, has to cope with additional lim-

itations such as fluorescence bleaching by strong illumination light intensity and

slower imaging speed compared with SIM.

In SIM, f1 +fcutoff defines the largest spatial frequency that can be coupled

into the passband of the OTF. The resolution improvement, (f1 + fcutoff)/fcutoff ,

is limited by the ratio f1/fcutoff . If we use the same objective for illumination and

detection, the spatial frequency shift f1 = 2NA/λexcitation and the cutoff frequency

fcutoff = 2NA/λemission are all determined by the NA of the objective. Considering

excitation and emission are close for most cases, f1 usually is close to fcutoff . There-

fore, the resolution for SIM is about λemission/4NA, roughly about twice resolution

improvement compared with conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy [15, 16].

1.3 Background of surface plasmon (SP)

Surface plasmons (SPs), also known as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs),

are electromagnetic excitations propagating at the metal/dielectric interface, formed

by the collective oscillation of the electrons at a metal boundary [20]. These elec-

tromagnetic waves are evanescently confined along the direction perpendicular to

the interface. The fundamental properties of SPs have been extensively studied

since the 1970s and widely applied thereafter in many fields [21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

The dispersion relation of SPs can be derived based on the Maxwell’s equa-

tions and the boundary conditions at the interface. The SPs wave vector for

semi-infinite metal/dielectric interface can be written as Equation (1.6) and Equa-

tion (1.7), with k0 representing the wave vector of the free space light and ε1, ε2
representing the dielectric constants of metal and the dielectric respectively. The

typical dispersion curve for SPs described by Equation (1.6) is represented by the
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the dispersion curves of the photon (red line) in the
dielectric and surface plasmon (blue line).

blue line in Figure 1.2. Since the dispersion curves of SPs always lie on the right

side to that of the photon (red line in Figure 1.2), ksp is always larger than the

corresponding kphoton. The ratio ksp/kphoton can be tuned by adjusting the fre-

quency of the excitation light, the refractive index of the surrounding dielectric,

or the thickness of the metal film [26, 27, 28]. For instance, as the frequency of

the excitation light approaches the SPs resonant frequency, ksp/kphoton becomes

extremely large. For excitation light with a specific frequency, the ratio increases

if the refractive index of the dielectric is increased. If both excitation light and

surrounding media are fixed, the SP modes can also be adjusted by changing the

thickness of the metal film.

ksp = k0

√
ε1ε2
ε1 + ε2

(1.6)

kzi =
√
εik2

0 − k2
x, i = 1, 2 (1.7)

Since the wave vector of the photon and the SP is different, this momentum

mismatch should be compensated by coupling structures in order to excite SPs with

light. Figure 1.3 shows several examples of the coupling structures. In a prism

coupling structure, the momentum of the SP is provided by the momentum of the

photon inside the prism, which means that the refractive index of the prism should

be larger than the relative SP wave vector (in unit k0) supported at the top surface

of the plasmonic material. At the resonance angle, at which the in-plane component
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of the photon wave vector matches with the SP wave vector, the intensity of the

reflected light is significantly reduced and part of the energy is coupled to the SP

at the top surface of the plasmonic material. In a grating coupling structure, the

momentum mismatch between an incident photon and the SP is provided by the

diffraction from the grating structure. When the summation of the momentum

provided by the grating structure and the in-plane momentum of the illumination

photon equals that of the SP, SPs could be effectively excited on the top surface of

the plasmonic material. Besides utilizing periodic grating structure, a single defect

can also provide this momentum mismatch through scattering, as shown in Figure

1.3 c, although the percentage energy scattered to the waves with appropriate wave

vector for the SP excitation is lower compared with grating case. Moreover, the

SP can also be excited through near field coupling between the active media and

the plasmonic material, as shown in Figure 1.3 d. The evanescent field emerging

from the active media can be used to provide the SP wave vector and excite the

SP at the top surface of the plasmonic material. Due to the exponentially decay of

the evanescent field, the plasmonic material should be placed within the near field

region of the active media for effective coupling. The active media could be any

kind of luminescent material, such as photo luminescent or electrical luminescent

material etc.

Due to their large wave vector, SPs are especially suitable for nanopho-

tonics sub-wavelength scale applications. Recently, because of the significant ad-

vancement in nanoscale fabrication techniques, various fascinating applications

of SPs have been experimentally demonstrated, including sub-diffraction limited

imaging [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], sub-diffraction limited focusing or lithography

[26, 27, 28, 35], sub-wavelength waveguide [36, 37], and optical negative refrac-

tion [38]. In the area of super-resolution imaging, various techniques have been

proposed or experimentally demonstrated to achieve sub-diffraction limited resolu-

tion, such as far field superlens (FSL) [29, 30, 31], hyperlens [32, 33, 34], metalens

[39, 40, 41] , SP assisted super-resolution microscopy [42, 43, 44, 45, 46] etc. For

example, the far-field superlens, placed at the near field of the object, enhances

the scatter evanescent waves with a slab of superlens and converts the enhanced
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Figure 1.3: Cross-section view of various SP coupling structures. (a) A prism
coupling structure; (b) a grating coupling structure; (c) a defect coupling structure;
(d) a near field coupling structure. The gray areas corresponds to the plasmonic
material.

field to propagating light with periodic corrugations [29, 30, 31]. The propagating

light is detected in the far field and used to reconstruct the super-resolution im-

age through a numerical process [29, 30, 31]. Similar to the case for the far field

superlens, the object of a hyperlens should also be placed at its near field. How-

ever, instead of coupling the evanescent waves to propagating light with gratings,

the hyperlens supports the propagation of the evanescent waves along the radial

direction of a layered hyperbolic metamaterial and compresses its tangential wave

vectors as the waves travel outward due to the conservation of angular momen-

tum. As a result, a magnified image that with features larger than the diffraction

limit will form at the out boundary of the hyperlens and could be detected by a

conventional microscope [32, 33, 34].

1.4 This thesis

In this thesis, we will theoretically and/or experimentally demonstrate sev-

eral Surface Plasmon (SP) assisted high-resolution and high-contrast microscopy

techniques, including Plasmonic Structured Illumination Microscopy (PSIM), Plas-

monic Dark Field (PDF) Microscopy, Plasmonic Evanescent Field (PEF) mi-
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croscopy and Localized Surface Plasmon Assisted Contrast (LSPAC) Microscopy.

Earier in Chapter 1, we briefly introduced the coherent and incoherent

imaging system, as well as the diffraction limit, and then reviews multiple advanced

microscopy techniques. The background about SP and localized SP is presented

in the end of the chapter.

Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the theoretical and experimental demonstra-

tion of the PSIM, respectively. Chapter 2 explains the physical principles of this

technique and numerically verifies the super-resolution imaging capability of PSIM

with Comsol and Matlab simulation. Then, Chapter 3 describes our custom built

PSIM system and then presented the super-resolution image of 100 nm fluores-

cence beads reconstructed from six diffraction limited images and discusses the

advantages of this technique.

Chapters 4 and 5 are about SP assisted high-contrast technique. The first

part of Chapter 4 shows the principles as well as the experimental demonstration

of the PDF technique, which utilizes the evanescent field nature of SP for dark field

imaging purpose. The second part of this chapter discusses the principle of a highly

related technique, PEF microscopy, and numerically confirms the super-z resolu-

tion capability of metalmaterials. Finally, the principles of LSPAC microscopy and

its experimental concept demonstration are presented in Chapter 5, with porous

silver (Ag) film serving as the plasmonic substrate.

In the end, Chapter 6 presents several future directions of the four tech-

niques discussed before and summaries this thesis.

Chapter 1, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Nano Letters

2010, 10, 2531-2536. Feifei Wei, Zhaowei Liu, “Plasmonic Structured Illimination

Microscopy”. The dissertation author was the first author of this paper.



Chapter 2

Theory of plasmonic structured

illumination microscopy (PSIM)

2.1 Principles of PSIM

As discussed in Chapters 1, the resolution of SIM is roughly twice of the

epi-fluorescence microscopy resolution. As shown in Figure 2.1 a, the resolution

improvement of SIM is mainly limited by the spatial frequency of the illumination

patterns, which also couldn’t not exceed fcutoff in the free space laser interference

case [15, 16]. To achieve a higher resolution improvement using the same SIM

principles, one straightforward way is to increase the spatial frequency of the il-

lumination patterns. Techniques utilizing high refractive index dielectric, such as

using a cover slip or using Si to form the evanescent field interference with spatial

frequency higher than the fcutoff of the objective have been proposed and demon-

strated either numerically or experimentally [47, 48, 49].

Besides light or evanescent field at the dielectric interface, surface plasmon

(SP) is another good candidate to form sub-wavelength scale interference features

[26, 27, 28] due to their larger wave vector compared to light at the same frequency.

In addition, the SP wave vector is mainly determined by the permittivity of the

plasmonic material and the surrounding media, instead of the NA of the objective.

Because of its large wave vector, SP is widely used in nanophotonics sub-wavelength

13
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the SIM and PSIM principles. (a) SIM and (b) PSIM
resolution improvement representation in Fourier space. The gray circles in (a)
and (b) correspond to the spatial information within the pass band of conventional
microscopy. The blue circles in (a) and (b) correspond to the side-band high spatial
frequency information components accessible by SIM and PSIM, respectively. The
dashed circles represent the Fourier space region detectable by SIM and PSIM
respectively.

scale research [26, 27, 28, 50, 51, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 52, 53]. Specifically in the

imaging field, several SP assisted super-resolution imaging techniques have been

explored either theoretically or experimental [42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. In Chapter 2 and

Chapter 3, we will present the numerical and experimental concept demonstration

of an alternative approach, termed as PSIM. In PSIM, the SPI pattern with period

smaller than λ/(2NA) replaces the laser interference illumination to achieve higher

wide field resolving power compared with conventional SIM, as shown in Figure

2.1.

In the proposed PSIM technique, edges or slits are used to excite SPs be-

cause they could couple broadband light into SPs due to their broadband Fourier

spectrum. When the patterned plasmonic structure is illuminated by a laser beam,

the SPI pattern with period equal to λsp/2 is formed by the interference of the

counter propagating SP waves generated at the adjacent slits or edges [26, 27, 28].

To proceed with the super-resolution image reconstruction, the illumination fringes

should be laterally translated multiple times during the image acquisition process

[15, 16, 18, 19]. For SPI case, the lateral shift of the interference pattern is realized

by adjusting the phase difference between the counter-propagating SP, which can
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Figure 2.2: Numerical demonstration of the lateral shift of the SP interference
pattern formed by the 563 nm excitation light with different incident angles. The
simulation structure consists of a 1700 nm wide and 100 nm thick silver (Ag, gray
area) stripe surrounded by water (blue area, n=1.33). (a-c) The time-averaged
electrical energy density distribution of the SP interference pattern with incident
angle equal to 0◦, 4.6◦, and 8.0◦, respectively. The three interference patterns show
120◦ mutual phase difference along the lateral direction.

be achieved by changing the incident angle θ of the illumination laser [50]. Under

different incident angles, the light incident on the two adjacent edges or slits pos-

sesses a phase difference φ(θ); this difference causes the relative phase difference

between the excited SPs and thus changing the phase of the interference patterns.

The simulation results in Figure 2.2 clearly show that the SP interference pattern

shifts laterally with various incident angles.

2.2 PSIM image reconstruction algrithom

In the proposed PSIM technique, we focus on the super-resolution fluores-

cence microscopy. Since the light emitted from fluorescent molecules are spatially

incoherent, the whole system should be considered as an incoherent system. As

discussed in §1.1.1, the image formation of an incoherent imaging system under

1D interference fringe illumination illum(x, y) = 1 + cos(2πf0x + φ) can be for-

mulated as Equation (2.1) below, with f0, φ, Ii,illum(x, y), Io(x, y) and psf(x, y)

represent the spatial frequency and the phase of the interference fringe, the inten-

sity at the image plane (Figure 2.3 e), the intensity at the object plane (Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3: Image space and Fourier space representation of SIM. (a) Object,
consisting of randomly distributed fluorescent beads; (b) point spread function of
the microscope system; (c) conventional diffraction limited fluorescence image; (d)
structured illumination along horizontal direction; (e) fluorescence image under
(d) illumination pattern; (f) reconstructed 2D super-resolution image; (g) Fourier
transform of (c), corresponding to the Fourier space diffraction limited information
FIo(fx, fy) · OTF ; (h-i) high spatial frequency information that are shifted to the
passing band of the OTF of the imaging system due to the structured illumination,
corresponding to FIo(fx + f0, fy) · OTF and FIo(fx − f0, fy) · OTF , respectively;
(j) extended Fourier space information acquired through structured illumination
along both horizontal and vertical directions. (f) is the Fourier transform of (j).
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a) and the point spread function of the system (Figure 2.3 b), respectively. The

Fourier transform of Equation (2.1) is shown in Equation (2.2), with FIi,illum(fx, fy),

FIo(fx, fy), Fillum(fx, fy) and OTF (fx, fy) correspond to the Fourier transform

of Ii,illum(x, y), Io(x, y), illum(x, y) and psf(x, y) accordingly. After plugging in

illum(x, y) = 1 + cos(2πf0x + φ), Equation (2.2) can be expanded to Equation

(2.3), with FIo(fx, fy) · OTF (Figure 2.3 g), FIo(fx + f0, fy) · OTF (Figure 2.3 h)

and FIo(fx − f0, fy) · OTF (Figure 2.3 i), representing the un-shifted accessible

spectrum of the object and the shifted high spatial frequency information of the

object. Therefore, by taking the diffraction-limited image under the interference

fringe illumination with three different phases, both the un-shifted accessible spec-

trum of the object and shifted high spatial frequency information of the object

could be solved, with Equation (2.4) and Equation (2.5) showing the matrix forms

of this process. To achieve a 2D resolution improvement, this process should be

performed for both horizontal and vertical directions. After shifting the high spa-

tial frequency information components to their original location, assembling them

together with the accessible spectrum of the object, and performing the inverse

Fourier transform, a super-resolution image could be reconstructed, as shown in

Equation (2.6) and Figure 2.3 f.

Ii,illum(x, y) = [Io(x, y) · illum(x, y)] ∗ psf(x, y) (2.1)

FIi,illum(fx, fy) = [FIo(fx, fy) ∗ Fillum(fx, fy)] ·OTF (fx, fy) (2.2)

FIi,illum(fx, fy) = [FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF+

0.5FIo(fx + f0, fy)e
−iφ ·OTF + 0.5FIo(fx − f0, fy)e

iφ ·OTF ] (2.3)


FIi,illum1

(fx, fy)

FIi,illum2
(fx, fy)

FIi,illum3
(fx, fy)

 =


1 0.5e−φ1 0.5eφ1

1 0.5e−φ2 0.5eφ2

1 0.5e−φ3 0.5eφ3




FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF
FIo(fx − f0, fy) ·OTF
FIo(fx + f0, fy) ·OTF



= A


FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF

FIo(fx − f0, fy) ·OTF
FIo(fx + f0, fy) ·OTF

 (2.4)
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FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF

FIo(fx − f0, fy) ·OTF
FIo(fx + f0, fy) ·OTF

 = A−1


FIi,illum1

(fx, fy)

FIi,illum2
(fx, fy)

FIi,illum3
(fx, fy)

 (2.5)

Irecon = F−1[FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF+

FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF (fx − f0, fy) + FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF (fx + f0, fy)+

FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF (fx, fy − f0) + FIo(fx, fy) ·OTF (fx, fy + f0)] (2.6)

2.3 Numerical demonstration of PSIM concept

In the following, we present two specific plasmonic designs, thick-metal-

film/dielectric and thin-metal-film/dielectric structures, to serve as examples for

PSIM demonstration and a guide for future development. The final reconstructed

images are also provided to demonstrate the imaging performance of each design.

The structures of the two designs both consist of a layer of silver (Ag) film

as the metal film and water as the surrounding dielectric. Ag is chosen as the sup-

porting material because the SP frequency at the Ag/dielectric interface covers the

entire visible spectrum with relatively little loss. Water is used as the surrounding

dielectric because many biological samples are in an aqueous environment. In the

SP interference simulation, the permittivity of Ag and Cr at different excitation

frequencies was calculated by interpolating data from reference [54] and [55].

2.3.1 Thick plasmonic substrate and its imaging capability

demonstration

Specifically, for the thick-metal-film/dielectric structure, the thickness of

the Ag film was chosen to be 100 nm so that it is thick enough to be treated as

a semi-infinite interface. Excitation light with wavelengths of 390 nm and 563

nm were used to excite SP interference patterns. We assumed the fluorescent

objects (for example quantum dots) absorb light at these excitation wavelengths

and emit light at 580 nm. The fluorescent signal is detected by an objective with
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Figure 2.4: Numerical demonstrations of the SP interference at thick film-
dielectric interface. (a) Structure configuration; (b,c) time-averaged electric energy
density distribution excited by 563 and 390 nm light; (d,e) Fourier transform of
(b,c) respectively.

NA=1.4. The distributions of the time-averaged electric energy density under the

two illumination lights are shown in Figure 2.4 b and c. The Fourier transforms

of the illumination patterns, measured 20 nm under the Ag film, reveal peaks

around 1kcutoff and 2kcutoff , which is consistent with the calculated value from the

analytical equation (2|ksp1| and 2|ksp2|).
In the imaging performance simulations, SP interference patterns serve as

the structured illumination patterns to illuminate a fluorescent object. For each

orientation of illumination, a sequence of 3 images taken under illumination with

different phases 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦ were used to solve the 0th, ±1st order compo-

nents (gray and blue circles in Figure 2.1 b in Fourier space). The orientation of

the illumination pattern is then rotated three times with steps of 45◦ in the x-y

plane to cover more region in Fourier space, yielding a total of 12 intermediate

images for each final high-resolution image. The numerical algorithm of recon-

structing high-resolution image from intermediate images is the same as that of

SIM [14, 15, 47, 16, 18, 19, 56]. In the simulation, a 4 nm quantum dot (emission
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Figure 2.5: Point spread function of (a) conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy.
(b) PSIM using 563 nm excitation light. (c) PSIM using both 563 and 390 nm
excitation light. (d) PSIM using 390 nm excitation light. (e-h) Imaging perfor-
mance demonstration for the case (a-d). Notice the scale bar difference between
(a-d) and (e-h). (i-l) Corresponding k space representations. The gray circle rep-
resents the low spatial frequency information that can be acquired through the
epi-fluorescence microscope; the red and blue circles represent the high spatial fre-
quency information that can be coupled into the passband of the OTF through SP
interference illumination excited by 563 and 390 nm light, respectively.
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wavelength 580 nm) is used to acquire the point spread function (PSF). The full

width half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF shown in Figure 2.5 a and Figure 2.5

c are about 214 nm and 74 nm respectively. The comparison between the PSF

of conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2.5 a) and that of PSIM (Fig-

ure 2.5 b-d) shows a ∼ 3-fold resolution improvement, which is better than the

typical two-fold improvement in SIM [15, 16]. The simulation is also repeated for

an object formed by randomly positioned 10 nm quantum dots (emission wave-

length 580 nm) to further illustrate the imaging performance. Compared with the

conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy image (Figure 2.5 e), the reconstructed

PSIM image sourced from 563 nm excitation light (Figure 2.5 f), from 390 nm light

(Figure 2.5 h), and from the combination of the two (Figure 2.5 g) all show drastic

resolution improvements. Such improvement is also obvious from the coverage in

the Fourier space representations (Figure 2.5 i-l). The resolutions are about the

same for Figure 2.5 g and Figure 2.5 h because the radii of the covered area in

Fourier space are almost the same. However, the process of getting image (d) is

twice as fast as that of getting image (c) because SP interference patterns with only

one spatial frequency are used as the illumination source. Moreover, in principle,

the artifacts in (d) and (h) can be removed by numerical processes [15, 16, 19, 57].

2.3.2 Thin plasmonic substrate and its imaging capability

demonstration

Since SP modes on thin-metal-film/dielectric interfaces possess even larger

k vector compared with that on semi-infinite-metal/dielectric interface, we also de-

signed a thin-metal-film/dielectric structure for PSIM. As shown in the structure of

a unit cell (Figure 2.6 a), an optimized Cr structure is used to excite the SP modes

in the Ag thin film with relatively good efficiencies. When two modes (Figure 2.6

blue lines) are excited at the same time on the thin-metal-film/dielectric interface,

the counter-propagating SP waves excited from two adjacent slits can form an in-

terference pattern containing multiple spatial frequencies [58]. The thickness of the

Ag film chosen is determined by the SP modes needed. In general, the larger the

SP mode needed, the thinner the metal film. In this particular design, the thick-
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Figure 2.6: (a) Structure and SP interference pattern (time-averaged electric
energy density distribution) excited by 442 nm light; (b) Fourier transform of
interference pattern measured 20 nm under Ag film.
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Figure 2.7: PSIM imaging ability demonstration. (a) Conventional epi-
fluorescence microscope image; (b-d) Reconstructed images; (e-h) Corresponding
k space representations. Different colors represents the information obtained from
different orders of the illumination patterns.

ness of the Ag film is 17 nm. 442 nm excitation light and fluorescent particles with

508 nm emission wavelength were used in the simulation. The NA is set to 0.85

so that a dry objective lens can be used for this design. The time-averaged elec-

tric energy density distribution measured 20 nm under the Ag film (Figure 2.6 a)

shows the multi-mode interference pattern. The corresponding Fourier Transform

(Figure 2.6 b) has peaks around 1kcutoff , 2kcutoff and 3kcutoff , which is consistent

with the first three peaks of the calculated values from the interference between

the two SP modes ((|k′sp2| − |k′sp1|, 2|k′sp1|, |k′sp1| + |k′sp1|)). The intensity of the

4th peak is so weak for this specific design that its contribution can be reasonably

ignored. Using the same method as thick film simulations, we conducted the PSF

simulation and imaging performance simulation for thin film structure. The con-

ventional epi-fluorescence microscopy image and reconstructed images of an object

formed by randomly positioned 10 nm fluorescent particles are presented in Figure

2.7. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of PSF that corresponds to Figure

2.7 h is about 76 nm, which corresponds to a ∼ 4-fold resolution improvement

compared with the conventional epi-fluorecence microscopy.
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2.4 Discussion

One assumption we made in imaging simulations is that the fluorescence sig-

nal is proportional to the SP intensity. The second assumption is that the change

of the SP interference patterns is negligible with the presence of the fluorescence

object, because the existence of the fluorescence dye will not considerably alter the

SP propagation length in experiment [59]. Moreover, we want to emphasize that

the detected light is not the SP interference patterns but the emission light from

fluorescent particles or quantum dots. Therefore, although the SP interference

patterns only exist at the near field of the metallic surface, we can still record the

image from far field. The two designs described above serve as examples to demon-

strate the imaging principles and performance of PSIM. Based on the simulation

results, we can conclude that PSIM can achieve sub-diffraction limit resolution.

Moreover, the wave vector of SP mode is adjustable by changing the structure.

Depending on the applications, various parameters such as the excitation wave-

length, refractive index of the surrounding media, material, as well as structures

can be adjusted in order to get better improvement in terms of resolution, speed,

or both. While we only showed 1D SP interference pattern in our numerical simu-

lations, it is possible to acquire 2D SP interference pattern through proper designs

[27, 28]. There is no limitation on the imaging size of the PSIM if a periodic plas-

monic structure is utilized, although the period of the structure should be limited

by the SP propagation length.

One of the advantages of PSIM is that the resolution does not solely de-

pend on the NA of the optical microscope, as with SIM. The resolution of SIM

can be written as λemission/[2NA + 2NA(λemission/λexcitation)], which is approxi-

mately λemission/4NA when λemission/λexcitation is about 1; while the resolution of

PSIM is λemission/2(2NA + 2NAeffective), in which NAeffective is λemission/λsp. Since

λemission/λsp is independent of objectives and usually larger than a possible NA pro-

vided by common objectives, PSIM can achieve higher resolution than SIM even

with small NA objectives. Also, PSIM has higher resolution improvement com-

pared with a pure dielectric structure. Since the dispersion curve of SPs lie on the

right side of that of the photons in the same media, metal/dielectric structures can
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always generate interference patterns with larger spatial frequency compared to a

dielectric structure. Moreover, PSIM can selectively excite fluorescent objects in a

thin region close to the metal surface because the SP exponentially decays along

the z direction. Therefore, specimens that are far from the interface wonâĂŹt

contribute to the strong background as in the case of epi-fluorescence microscopy.

In general, the z direction imaging depth depends on the resolution improvement

along the x-y directions, and usually decreases as the x-y resolution increases [20].

If the imaging region of interest is only several tens of nanometers away from the

interface, PSIM is a good imaging tool to use. Multicolor imaging is possible since

different fluorescent dyes can be excited if SP modes with different frequency can be

excited on a properly designed metallic structure. PSIM itself doesnâĂŹt require a

high power laser, but it can also be combined with the nonlinear dependence of the

emission rate on the illumination intensity. Similarly to SSIM, through utilizing

higher harmonic peaks, saturated PSIM can achieve even larger resolution.

Besides the various advantages mentioned above, this technique also has

its limitations. PSIM is intrinsically a 2D imaging technique that can only form a

high-resolution image of objects close to the metal surface. Although a spacer layer

between the object and the metal film can reduce the quenching effect [60, 61],

the fluorescence efficiency is less in PSIM than in conventional SIM. Moreover,

complicated designs might be needed for higher resolution improvement. Since the

decay length along both x-y and z directions gets shorter as the wave vector of the

SP increases, researchers may need to find a balance when doing actual designs.

2.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, a new super-resolution imaging technique, plasmonic struc-

tured illumination microscopy (PSIM) is numerically demonstrated. Simulation

results have shown that a resolution improvement larger than that of SIM can

be achieved without utilizing nonlinear dependence of the fluorescence emission

rate on the illumination intensity. The reconstructed images using two plasmonic

designs show three-four fold resolution improvement compared to epi-fluorescence
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microscopy. The PSIM may have important applications in the field of high-

resolution biomedical imaging.
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Chapter 3

Experimental demonstration of

PSIM

3.1 Instrument development for PSIM

3.1.1 PSIM system overview

To performing the PSIM experiments, the designed PSIM system should ful-

fill two primary functions: (1) changing the illumination angle to laterally translate

the SPI; (2) detecting the diffraction-limited fluorescence image from the sample

for PSIM reconstruction. The PSIM imaging system was built based on an up-

right Zeiss Axioskop microscope, consisting of four major modules: (1) light source

module, (2) illumination angle control module, (3) illumination angle characteri-

zation module and (4) fluorescence image detection module, as shown in Figure

3.1.

3.1.2 Light source module and illumination angle control

module

Three continuous lasers with wavelength at 405 nm, 488 nm and 532 nm

were used as the light source due to their wide application in bio-sample fluo-

rescence microscopy. The three light beams are aligned and combined together

27
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of the automated PSIM system, with the four modules
highlighted by dashed squares. Modules 1-4 represent the light source module, the
illumination angle control module, the fluorescence image detection module and
the illumination angle characterization module, respectively.
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through two dichroic beam splitters as shown in Figure 3.2 a. The aligned light

beam is then guided to the microscope through the illumination angle control

module (Figure 3.2 a) to illuminate the PSIM substrate. The illumination angle

control module consists of a 2D Galvo scanner, a polarizer plate, and a 4f system

formed by lens 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 3.3 a. When a 2D slit array patterned

plasmonic structure is illuminated by the laser beam, as shown in Figure 3.3 b,

the SPI pattern is formed by the interference of the counter propagating SP waves

generated at the adjacent slits. The lateral shift of the SPI pattern is realized

by adjusting the phase difference between the counter-propagating SP, which is

achieved by changing the illumination angle with the 2D Galvo scanner combined

with the 4f lens system. The Galvo scanner is chosen due to its high-speed kHz rate

angle tuning capability and high efficiency. The 2D Galvo scanner based illumina-

tion angle tuning system has higher efficiency compared with DMD based system,

because it is based on mirror rotation, instead of amplitude grating diffraction for

angle tuning. The reflectivity of the 3 mm protected silver (Ag) mirrors used in

the Galvo scanner is more than 85% across the whole visible spectrum [62]. The

illumination angle tuning in x-z and y-z planes are controlled by the rotation of

the s2 and s1 mirror of the Galvo scanner, respectively, with s2 mirror placed at

the focal plane of lens 1 and the sample placed at the focal plane of lens 2. The

orientation of the SPI pattern is controlled by both the orientation of the slits

as well as the polarization direction of the incident light. To excite the SP wave

with desired propagation direction and form 1D SPI, p-polarized light (with its

polarization direction in the illumination plane) is needed as the illumination light

source. This could be achieved by passing the laser light through a custom-made

phase plate. Different areas of that polarization plate is made of polarizers with

different polarization directions, as indicated by the phase plate in Figure 3.1, in

which the polarization directions of the horizontal pair and vertical pair of polar-

izers are indicated by the red horizontal and vertical arrows respectively. Finally,

the fluorescence light excited by SPI illumination is collected by an objective and

forms a diffraction-limited image through a tube lens onto an electron multiplying

charge coupled device (EMCCD).
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Figure 3.2: Photos of the PSIM system with four modules highlighted by solid
squares. (a) Light source module. (b) Front view. (c) Side view.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Photo of the illumination angle control module. (b) Schematic
view of the sample region.

3.1.3 PSIM system synchronization and data acquisition

The PSIM system is synchronized through three synchronized signals, two

analog and one digital. The two synchronized analog signals, as shown in Figure

3.4 the red and green signals, are used to control the rotation angle of the hor-

izontal and vertical scanning mirror respectively, with the mirror rotation angle

proportional to the amplitude of the control signal. As a result, the illumination

angle increases accordingly as the voltage of the scanning mirror control signal in-

creases, as is shown in Figure 3.4 b. After certain delay time specified by the user

in LabView, a digital pulse signal (represented as the blue signal in Figure 3.4 a) is

generated to trigger the Andor Xion 897 camera for image acquisition. Moreover,

the frequency of the synchronization signal can be further increased by a micro-

controller unit (MCU) based or linked function generators based synchronization

algorithm for high-speed PSIM purpose.

3.1.4 Illumination angle characterization module

The illumination angle is measured through a custom-built Fourier-space

imaging system (schematics and photo shown in Figure 3.5 a and Figure 3.5 b

respectively), which consists of a lens and a charge coupled device (CCD) placed

at its focal plane. With the help of a flip mirror, the light collected by the objective
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Figure 3.4: (a) Time sequence of the synchronization signals; (b) Illumination
angle in x-z plane vs. the control signal voltage of the s2 scanning mirror; (c) a
photo of the control electronics.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Schematics and (b) photo of the illumination angle characteriza-
tion system.

can be delivered either to the EMCCD for PSIM imaging or to the Fourier-space

imaging system for illumination angle characterization. The inset in Figure 3.5 a

is a typical Fourier-space image measured with both PSIM laser illumination and

conventional LED illumination turned on. The LED illumination fills up the whole

illumination aperture of the objective, highlighted by the dashed yellow circle. Due

to the small divergence angle of the illumination laser, the laser light focuses to

a small green dot in the CCD plane. The illumination angle θ can be estimated

by r/R = sin(θ)/NA, with NA being the numerical aperture of the objective.

The r parameter is the distance between the green laser illumination dot and the

center of the objective aperture, and R is the radius of the objective aperture, as

indicated in Figure 3.5 a inset.

3.2 Plasmonic substrate design and fabrication

In our proposed and theoretically demonstrated PSIM in 2010 [44], the SP

is excited by edges or slits and the SPI pattern laterally translated by adjusting
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the illumination angle. In this SP excitation configuration, the maximum ksp that

could be excited is no longer constrained by the objective NA. Moreover, the slit

array excitation configuration, with sub-wavelength slit width and period on the

order of the SP propagation length, minimizes the coupling structure area and

removes the constraint of the imaging area caused by SP propagation length.

3.2.1 Plasmonic substrate design

The first sets of PSIM experiments are for concept demonstration, to val-

idate the SPI pattern translation and demonstrate image resolving power higher

than conventional SIM. Therefore, the plasmonic substrate designed for these ex-

periments only contains a single layer of plasmonic material and is relative easy to

fabricate.

In the plasmonic substrate design, fused silica (SiO2) is chosen as the sub-

strate due to its transparency in the visible spectrum and water is selected as

the surrounding media because most of the bio-fluorescence measurements are

performed in aqueous environments. In regard to the plasmonic material, silver

(Ag) was chosen as the material supporting SP generation because the SP at a

Ag/dielectric interface can be generated for the entire visible spectrum with rela-

tively low loss, as long as the wave vector mismatch between the incident photon

and SP is compensated. The dispersion of the SP modes supported at semi-infinite

Ag/water interface can be calculated from ksp =
ω
c

√
εsεAg

εs+εAg
, in which ω is the an-

gular frequency of the illumination light; εs and εAg are the dielectric constant of

the surrounding media and Ag, respectively. The supported SP modes, shown in

Figure 3.6 a, could be used to form the SPI needed for PSIM experiments and esti-

mate theoretical resolution improvement. Moreover, the Ag film not only supports

SP waves, but also attenuates the illumination light so that the SP field dominates

at the object plane for fluorescent dye excitation. The penetration depth can be

estimated by λ
2π·Im(nAg)

for perpendicular illumination [20], in which λ is the illumi-

nation laser wavelength and Im(nAg) is the imaginary component of the refractive

index of Ag. Based on the transmitted electric field vs. the Ag film thickness

curve shown in Figure 3.6 b, a relatively thick Ag film (250 nm) is chosen in our
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Figure 3.6: (a) The dispersion curve for SP mode supported at a semi-infinite
Ag/water interface, with the intersection between the blue line and the green
line indicating the ksp mode supported under 532nm illumination. (b) Directly
transmitted E-field vs. Ag thickness for perpendicular illumination at 532 nm.
The blue line and green line correspond to linear and log scale plot, respectively.
(c) The intensity Z decay length vs. SP mode wave vector excited at 532 nm with
water as surrounding media (n=1.33). The dielectric constant of Ag used in the
calculation is adopted from Johnson & Christy paper [55].

plasmonic substrate design to ensure that the SP field is much stronger compared

with the directly transmitted laser field.

The slit period is set to be around the propagation length of the SP waves

for relatively uniform interference pattern generation. The propagation length is

given by 1
Im(ksp)

, with Im(ksp) corresponding to the imaginary part of the SP wave

vector and eventually being related to the loss of the Ag film. For 532 nm laser

excitation with water as surrounding media (n=1.33), 7.6 µm slit period with 100

nm slit width were chosen for the plasmonic substrate. Moreover, in PSIM, the

fluorescent object should be placed within the intensity decay length of the SP

field, which ranges from several tens of to hundreds of nanometers, depending

on the SP wave vector. Fluorescent dyes that are several intensity decay lengths

away from the plasmonic substrate surface would provide negligible background

fluorescence due to the weak excitation field intensity. Similar to Total Internal

Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, this yields a high axial resolution for

surface imaging. Figure 3.6 c provides an example of the intensity decay length for
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SP field with wave vector (ksp) range from 1.4k0 to 2.4k0 (k0 the free space wave

vector of the illumination laser), excited at 532 nm with the surrounding media

being water (n=1.33).

3.2.2 Plasmonic substrate fabrication

The designed plasmonic substrate could be fabricated by standard nano-

fabrication techniques. Figure 3.7 shows the major steps of the substrate fabri-

cation procedures. A fused silica (SiO2) wafer was chosen as the substrate due

to its transparency in the visible spectrum. First, a slit array with 100 nm slit

width and 7.6 µm period was produced on the fused silica substrate using electron

beam lithography (step1). For the millimeter scale sample, the slit array pattern

can be fabricated by nano-imprint lithography due to its large area stamping ca-

pability, master mode reusability and low cost. The patterned resist served as a

dry etching mask to transfer the pattern into fused silica (step 2), followed by the

standard piranha solution cleaning process to remove the residue resist (step3).

Finally, a 4 nm titanium (Ti) adhesion layer and a 250nm Ag film were deposited

on the patterned substrate using electron beam deposition at 2× 10−7 Torr (step

4). The optical as well as the scanning electron microscopy characterization of the

fabricated substrate are presented in Figure 3.8.

3.3 Experimental demonstration of the SPI lateral

translation

3.3.1 PSIM sample preparation and measurements

In our experiments, 100 nm diameter fluorescent beads (Life Technologies,

F8800) were used as the probes for SPI shift characterization and the object for

PSIM imaging capability demonstration. One µl of 100 nm diameter fluorescent

bead solution was drop-casted onto the slit-array patterned plasmonic structure

and air-dried, with the sparsity of the beads controllable by the solution concentra-

tion (about 1.2× 1010 beads/ml for experiments will be shown in the later section
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Figure 3.7: Major procedures for substrate fabrication. The blue squares rep-
resent the electron beam resist or nano-imprint resist, and the dark gray squares
represent the deposited Ag film.

Figure 3.8: The fabricated plasmonic substrate characterization. (a) Reflection
bright field image of the nano-imprint fabricated, large area patterned SiO2 sub-
strate after Ag deposition. (b) The sanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of
the electron beam lithography fabricated, small area patterned SiO2 substrate af-
ter Ag deposition. (c) The magnified SEM image of one unit cell and (d) further
magnified SEM image of the slits.
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of §3.3 and then in §3.4).

The PSIM measurements for experiments shown in this section (§3.3) and

§3.4, were performed on our custom-built automated PSIM platform shown in Fig-

ure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The linear polarized light coming out of a 200 mW, 532

nm laser is converted to circular polarized light by a quarter waveplate, and then

reflected to the 2D Galvo scanner (Cambridge Technology 6210H) and a 4f sys-

tem. These elements control the illumination angle variation in x-z and y-z planes.

After passing the polarizer plate placed between the scanner and the 4f system,

only illumination light with proper polarization is allowed to illuminate the PSIM

substrate to excite desired 1D SPI pattern. As the relative incident angle differ-

ence varies in x-z and y-z plane, the phase difference between the SP waves excited

at the two adjacent edges increases accordingly, leading to a lateral translation of

the SPI pattern. Then the PSIM fluorescent images formed by SPI illumination

were collected by a 63× water-dipped objective (Zeiss W Plan-Apochromat 63×,
NA=1.0 Ph3) and then recorded by an EMCCD (Andor 897), with a 593±30nm
band-pass filter (Semrock Inc.) placed in the detection light path. To compen-

sate the angle-dependent illumination intensity variation, the detected fluorescent

images were normalized by the corresponding intensity of the scattered laser light

at the slits under the same illumination angle. The illumination and image acqui-

sition modules were synchronized by a Labview-controlled DAQ (data acquisition

card).

3.3.2 Demonstration of the lateral translation of the SPI

For demonstrating the lateral translation of the SPI pattern, fourteen diffrac-

tion limited images were recorded, with relative illumination angle varying from 0

degree to about 4.3 degree at equal step in either x-z or y-z plane. The red dots

in Figure 3.9 b and Figure 3.9 c represent the fluorescence intensity variation of

a single 100nm fluorescence bead with respect to illumination angle change in x-z

and y-z plane, with both the SPI pattern orientation and the x-y plane component

of the polarization vector (labeled by the red arrows) along x and y direction re-

spectively. The fluorescence intensity curves can be fitted by a sinusoidal function
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indicated by the solid blue lines, which confirms that the SPI is indeed generated

through slits coupling and laterally translated by adjusting the incident angle of

the illumination laser beam as expected. As for a group of randomly distributed

beads, the lateral shift of the PSI pattern results the intensity distribution of the

PSIM fluorescence image changes accordingly, as is shown by Figure 3.9 d-i.

3.4 Experimental demonstration of PSIM super-

resolution imaging capability

3.4.1 Super-resolution image reconstruction through Fourier

space based algorithm

To reconstruct a super resolution image (such as PSIM reconstructed images

shown in §3.3), only three diffraction-limited images, illuminated by three 1D SPI

patterns with about one third of the period lateral shift between each other, are

needed for each direction. This process was performed for both x and y direction

oriented interference patterns to achieve two-dimensional resolution improvement,

yielding a total of six image acquisitions. The epi-fluorescence images were col-

lected using the same objective and EMCCD under light emission diode (LED)

illumination, but with a 523±10 nm and a 585±10 nm filter as the illumination

and detection filter, respectively. For our experimental demonstration, a total of

6 diffraction-limited images under 1D SPI illumination laterally translated along

both x and y directions were used for super-resolution image reconstruction. The

super-resolution image (Figure 3.10 b), reconstructed with a conventional SIM re-

construction algorithm [15], shows obvious resolution improvement compared with

the conventional epi-fluorescence image (Figure 3.10 a). The Fourier transform of

the reconstructed image (Figure 3.10 d) confirms that the high spatial frequency

information (labeled by the four red dashed circles) is indeed extracted from the

six diffraction-limited images. The full width half maximum (FWHM) (Figure

3.10 e top) of a single 100 nm diameter fluorescent bead decreases from 342 nm

to 129 nm, yielding a factor of 2.65 times resolution improvement, which matches
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Figure 3.9: Experimental demonstration of the SPI lateral shift. (a) Schematics
of the SPI lateral translation characterization configuration. (b-c) Fluorescence
intensity vs. illumination angle change in x-z and y-z plane respectively, in which
the measured data and the sinusoidal fit are represented by the red dots and the
solid blue lines. (d-i) Six PSIM fluorescence images excited by the SPI patterns
formed under laser illumination with 6 different incident angles in x-z plane. The
corresponding SP shift between adjacent PSIM fluorescence images is about 0.16
SPI period. The fluorescence intensity is normalized by its own maximum and
represented by pseudo color, with the range of the color bar from 0 to 1.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Conventional epi-fluorescence image, (b) reconstructed PSIM
image of 100 nm fluorescent beads with green arrows indicating the beads loca-
tion; (d) the SEM image of the object, with beads highlighted by red circles; (d)
Fourier transform of (b) in log scale; (e) Cross section comparison along line 1
(top) and line 2 (bottom). The blue lines and red lines correspond to the cross
sections of the conventional epi-fluorescence image and the reconstructed PSIM
image respectively.

with theoretical estimation (about 2.6 times) based on the SPI period and the

numerical aperture of the detection objective. The cross section comparison along

line 2 (Figure 3.10 e bottom) clearly shows that two beads with center-to-center

distance smaller than diffraction limit (about 180 nm apart) can be separated by

PSIM microscopy. Although the conventional SIM reconstruction algorithm works

for small area reconstruction of PSIM measurements (such as Figure 3.10 b and

Figure 3.10 c), large area image reconstruction shows noticeable distortions caused

by the imperfection of the SPI pattern.

3.4.2 Super-resolution image reconstruction through Blind-

SIM based algorithm

To avoid the reconstruction artifacts, an iterative code, adapted from a

Blind Structured Illumination Microscopy (Blind-SIM) reconstruction algorithm

[6] was developed for PSIM image reconstruction. The Blind-SIM reconstruction

algorithm exploits multiple measurements under different illuminations to recon-
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Figure 3.11: The workflow of the Blind-SIM algorithm.

struct the sample fluorescence distribution without knowing the illumination in-

formation before hand. This algorithm is capable of reconstructing the desired

high-resolution image even if the illumination patterns have distortions compared

to predicted interference patterns [63].

The Blind-SIM reconstruction method is an L2 norm-based minimization

algorithm that exploits multiple diffraction-limited images taken under various

spatially varying illuminations to estimate the fluorescence distribution of the

object [7]. The iterative code, used for large area image reconstruction, jointly

recovers the object (obj) and the illumination patterns (Ii=1,...,5) through min-

imizing the cost function, F (obj, Ii=1,...,5) =
∑5

i=1 ||imi − (obj · Ii) ∗ psf ||2 +∣∣∣∣im6 − (obj · (6I0 −
∑5

i=1 Ii)) ∗ psf
∣∣∣∣2 , under the positivity constraint of obj and
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Ii=1,...,5, and the
∑6

i=1 Ii ≈ 6I0 constraint [63]. In the cost function, I0 is constant,

meaning that the object is on average uniformly illuminated and the psf stands for

the point spread function of the microscope and can be estimated based on the NA

of the objective. The imi=1,...,6 corresponds to the six diffraction-limited images

taken under 3 laterally translated 1D SP interference illuminations along both x

and y directions; ∗ stands for convolution; and ‖ ‖2 represents the L2 norm. To

start the iterative calculation, the diffraction-limited image of the object and uni-

form intensity illumination are used as the initial guesses. The iterative changes of

obj and Ii=1,...,5 are calculated by the conjugate gradient method and an inexact line

search. The recovered obj was then filtered by a wiener filter using the theoretical

super-resolution psf to enhance the high spatial frequency components in Fourier

space for better image contrast. The deconvolution of epi-fluorescence image is

estimated based on the same procedures, minimizing F (obj) = ‖im− obj ∗ psf‖2

using the diffraction-limited image as the initial guess, and then filtering by a

wiener filter using the same theoretical super-resolution psf to enhance the high

spatial frequency component. The workflow of this iterative super-resolution im-

age reconstruction algorithm and the evolution of the recovered object are shown

in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12, respectively. As the iteration number increases,

the resolution of the recovered object gets higher and higher (Figure 3.12 a-f),

and the cost function value decreases accordingly (Figure 3.12 g). Similar to other

error reduction method, the cost function decreases fastest at the beginning, then

gradually slows down and finally reaches a local minimum.

The super-resolution image of three beads (Figure 3.13 b) shows obvious

resolution improvement compared with the conventional epi-fluorescence image

(Figure 3.13 a), with a SEM image provided in Figure 3.13 c to confirm the bead

distribution. The comparison of their corresponding Fourier transforms (shown in

Figure 3.13 d and Figure 3.13 e respectively) confirms that high spatial frequency

information beyond the pass band of conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy is

indeed extracted from the six diffraction-limited images. The full width half max-

imum (FWHM) (Figure 3.13 f) of a single 100 nm diameter fluorescent bead de-

creases from 327 nm to 123 nm (averaged based on the red and green curves shown
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Figure 3.12: (a-e) The recovered object at different iteration steps; (f) The re-
covered object after applying additional Wiener filter estimated by the theoretical
super-resolution psf; (g) The value of the cost function vs. the number of iterations.
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Figure 3.13: Experimental demonstration of the PSIM resolution enhancement
factor through a single bead FWHM. Fluorescence beads with 100 nm diameters
were used as the object. (a) Conventional epi-fluorescence image. (b) Recon-
structed PSIM image. (c) The corresponding SEM image, with beads highlighted
in red. (d-e) Fourier transform of (a-b), respectively. The yellow dashed circles
in (d) and (e) indicating the optical transfer function (OTF) of the conventional
microscope system and that of the PSIM system accordingly. (f) Fluorescence
intensity cross-section comparison of the single bead indicated by the green arrows
in (a-b). The red line, green line and blue line correspond to the fluorescence
intensity cross-section of the reconstructed PSIM image along two perpendicular
directions and that of the conventional epi-fluorescence image respectively.
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in Figure 3.13 f), yielding a factor of ∼ 2.7 times resolution improvement. It agrees

with the theoretical 2.6 times enhancement factor estimation based on the SP wave

vector (ksp = 1.44k0, in which k0 is the free space wave vector of the illumination

laser) and the numerical aperture of the detection objective (NA=1.0).

The comparison of the conventional epi-fluorescence image, its deconvolu-

tion and the reconstructed super-resolution image over large area is shown in Figure

3.14 a-c. Although the deconvolution image shows good resolution improvement

for the isolated beads, the closely located beads still remain unresolved, as shown

in Figure 3.14 b and the magnified images Figure 3.14 e and Figure 3.14 i. With

the PSIM technique, the closely located beads could be resolved in the recon-

structed super-resolution image, due to the frequency mixing between the object

and the SPI illumination. Figure 3.14 d-g and Figure 3.14 h-k show two sets of

comparison within the blue squares in Figure 3.14 a-c. Two sets of beads, with

center-to-center distance below the Abbe limit of theoretical epi-fluorescence mi-

croscopy 290nm (λem/2NA), and the Abbe limit of conventional SIM microscopy

140 nm (λem/[2NA + 2NA(λem/λex)], where λem and λex correspond to the emis-

sion and excitation wavelength of the dye, respectively), are resolved in the PSIM

super-resolution image in Figure 3.14 f and Figure 3.14 j, with beads center-to-

center distance characterized by the SEM images in Figure 3.14 g and Figure 3.14

k, respectively. The corresponding PSIM image intensity curves (the red curves

in Figure 3.14 l-m) clearly show two peaks, while the epi-fluorescence image and

deconvolution image intensity curves (the blue and green curves in Figure 3.14

l-m) only show one peak.

3.5 Discussion

Compared with conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy, PSIM achieves

about 2.7 times resolution improvement due to the small period of the SPI illumi-

nation. The resolution of PSIM is given by λem/2(2NA+2NAeff), in which NAeff

is defined as ksp/kem with ksp and kem representing the wave vector of the SP and

emission light, respectively. The NAeff is independent of the NA of the objective
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Figure 3.14: Experimental demonstration of the PSIM resolution improvement
through closely located beads. Fluorescence beads with 100 nm diameters were
used as the object. (a) Conventional epi-fluorescence image. (b) Its corresponding
deconvolution. (c) The reconstructed PSIM image. (d-f) Detail images within the
white dashed line boxes in (a-c), respectively. (h-j) Detail images within the white
solid line boxes in (a-c), respectively. (g, k) The corresponding SEM images with
beads highlighted in red. (l-m) The fluorescence intensity cross-section compar-
ison. The blue, green and red lines correspond to the fluorescence cross-section
in epi-fluorescence image, their corresponding deconvolved image and the PSIM
reconstructed images, respectively.
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and mainly determined by the SP wave vector. With proper design, such as uti-

lizing metal/dielectric multilayer geometries, very high ksp could be engineered,

leading to exceptionally large NAeff . Therefore, the high resolution of the PSIM is

dominantly determined by the NAeff . Since the imaging area commonly increases

when the objective NA decreases, the PSIM technique has the unique capacity

to achieve both high resolution and large imaging area, because only a relatively

small NA objectives can have large NAeff .

Besides its super lateral resolution imaging capability, PSIM also provides

high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by restricting the excitation of the fluorescence to a

thin region very close to the metal/dielectric interface due to the evanescent nature

of the SPs. The thickness of this thin region is determined by the z intensity decay

length of the SPI field, which varies from several tens of nanometers to several

hundreds of nanometers, depending on the wavelength used and the designed SP

wave vector. For objects of interest that only exist very close to the interface,

such as plasma membranes, PSIM is a good tool to provide sub-diffraction limited

lateral resolution and eliminate the unwanted fluorescence signal from the dyes

that are far away from the surface.

In the demonstrated PSIM, the slit array configuration for SP excitation

removes the imaging area constraint enforced by the SP decay length and extends

the usable area to the whole patterned region. Since the SPI lateral translation

is accomplished by tuning the incident angle, it is relatively easy to achieve high-

speed, e.g. the Galvo scanning mirrors. Therefore, the demonstrated PSIM super-

resolution technique has the potential to achieve high frame rate, which is valuable

for super-resolution bio-specimen dynamics studies. Moreover, a thin dielectric

layer (10-20 nm) could be added on top of the metal film, serving as a protection

layer to separate the bio-specimens and the metal, as well as a spacer layer to

reduce the quenching of the fluorescent dyes [60, 64].
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3.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we present a proof of concept experimental demonstration

of the wide-field PSIM technique. Utilizing slit-coupled SPI as the illumination,

PSIM is capable of achieving higher resolution than conventional SIM. Although

the reconstructed PSIM images show 2.7-fold resolution improvement in the present

experiment, the ultimate PSIM resolution is only limited by the achievable wave-

vectors of the SPs and could be drastically improved by plasmonic mode engi-

neering in more optimized structures. The new PSIM may lead to important

applications where a high-speed super-resolution imaging tool is needed.
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Chapter 4

Plasmonic dark field (PDF)

microscopy and plasmonic

evanescent field (PEF) microscopy

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will propose and demonstrate two related high-contrast

techniques, PDF microscopy and PEF microscop. Both of these techniques utilize

the evanescent field nature of SPs to form high-contrast images of the specimens.

With PDF microscopy technique, we focus on the on-chip dark field imaging capa-

bility and with PEF microscopy, we mainly address its super-z resolution capability.

4.1.1 Background of dark field microscopy

Invented several hundred years ago, the optical microscope is still an irre-

placeable tool for life science research today, because light is undoubtedly the best

way to examine living cells noninvasively. As a special optical imaging technique,

dark-field (DF) microscopy is a spectacular method to form high-contrast images

of unstained transparent specimens. In order to form a bright specimen image

on a dark background, oblique rays from every azimuth are allowed to strike the

samples, but only light scattered from the specimens is collected by the objec-

50
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of (a) transmission dark field microscopy and (b) reflection
dark field microscopy.

tive, as is shown in transmission mode in Figure 4.1. A bulky condenser, with an

opaque light stop in the middle, is used to guide the illumination light and needs

to be aligned precisely with a detection objective. In reflection DF microscopy,

this requirement is fulfilled by a specially designed DF objective combined with a

reflection cube (schematics shown in Figure 4.1 b). In both cases, the numerical

aperture (NA) of the imaging objectives used in a DF microscope has to be smaller

than that of the illumination optics, which in return hampers the resolution. To

further utilize the imaging capability of high NA objectives, NA of 1.2-1.4 DF con-

densers such as paraboloid or cardioid condensers have been developed [2]. These

condensers can greatly improve the imaging resolution, but they require special

design and are sensitive to alignment imperfections [2, 65]. Although conventional

DF microscopy has excellent imaging capability, it either requires bulky condenser

optics and precise alignment or special as well as expensive DF objectives.

4.1.2 Background of total internal reflection fluorescence

(TIRF) microscopy

The TIRF microscopy idea was first proposed by E.J. Ambrose in 1956

and then experimentally demonstrated by Daniel Axelrod in 1981 [66, 67]. It is

capable to confine the fluorescent dye excitation to an unusually thin region close
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Figure 4.2: Schematics of TIRF microscopy. (a) TIRF microscopy working prin-
ciple; (b) TIRF microscopy illumination and detection configuration for objective
based TIRF.

to the cell/substrate interface and effectively reduce the background fluorescence

emerging from dyes or auto-fluorescence deep in the cells. Because of its exceptional

background elimination feature, the TIRF microscopy has been widely used for

studying biochemical kinetics and single bio-molecule dynamics at cell-substrate

regions since then. For example, it can be used to track secretory granules in intact

cells, measure the kinetic rates of binding of extracellular and intracellular proteins

to cell surface receptors, and to study membrane-proximal ionic transients etc [68].

To achieve this selective excitation of fluorophores, the TIRF microscopy

replaces conventional focused light illumination with an evanescent field illumina-

tion of only the substrate-specimen interface, as shown in Figure 4.2 a. Since the

fluorescent light emitted by a fluorophore is proportional to the intensity of the

illumination light (square of the electric field) at that location, the closer the fluo-

rophore to the substrate, the stronger the fluorescence light it emits. The z range

of the fluoresphore excitation region is about the same as the z decay length of

the evanescent field, which normally less than the wavelength of the illumination

light [68]. Due to the exponential decay of the illumination light intensity, the

fluorescence emitted by fluorophores that are several decay length away from the

substrate surface is negligible.

To generate the desired evanescent field, the incident angle of the illumina-

tion light is set to be larger than the critical angle (θc) of the substrate/specimen
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interface so that the illumination light undergoes total internal reflection (TIR).

The TIR critical angle can be calculated by Equation (4.1), with n1 and n2 corre-

spond to the refractive index of the specimen and the substrate respectively [68].

As indicated by Equation (4.1), the refractive index of the substrate, which nor-

mally is a glass cover slip (n=1.5), should be larger than that of the specimen for

TIR occurrence. Since the refractive index of most bio-specimens are close to ∼
1.33, the illumination light with incident angle larger than θc will be completely

reflected back into the substrate, accompanied by the evanescent field generation

at the interface. Figure 4.2 b shows a typical object based TIRF microscopy illumi-

nation and detection configuration. To ensure a large enough illumination angle, a

high NA objective, such as oil immersion objective with NA=1.4, is normally used

as the objective to deliver illumination light.

θc = sin−1(n1/n2) (4.1)

4.2 Experimental demonstration of PDF microscopy

4.2.1 Principles of PDF microscopy

To circumvent the limitations of conventional DF microscopy, several sur-

face plasmon (SP)-related techniques, such as prism- or solid immersion lens (SIL)-

based dark-field surface plasmon microscopy [69, 70], and surface-wave-enabled

darkfield aperture (SWEDA) [71], have been proposed and demonstrated recently.

Although these techniques have many advantages when compared with conven-

tional DF microscopy, they also have their own limitations. For example, they

require external light sources to either excite the SP field or project the image

of the object to the SWEDA [69, 70, 71], which reduces the compactness of the

systems. Also, the SWEDA only work at a narrow wavelength range, limited by

the optimized SWEDA structure [71].

To overcome the limitations of conventional dark field microscopy and re-

alize on-chip surface dark field imaging, we propose a novel dark field technol-

ogy, plasmonic dark field microscopy (PDF) [72]. The PDF microscopy utilizes a
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Figure 4.3: Schematics configuration of (a) grating-based passive PC; (b)
fluorescence-dye-based active PC; (c) electroluminescence-material-based active
PC.

chip-scale, highly integrated plasmonic multilayer structure, termed as plasmonic

condenser (PC), to generate SP field for high-contrast surface dark field imaging.

The evanescent field property of the SP wave assures a perfectly dark background

for the far field dark field detection. The objects within the SP field region act as

couplers to convert partial SP energy into propagating light. Therefore, a high-

contrast dark-field image of the specimen can be formed if the propagating light

is collected by conventional objectives. Since SP waves exponentially decay away

from the metal surface, this technique possesses extremely high resolution and sen-

sitivity along the z direction and is suitable for studying the dynamics of molecules

and proteins that occur in the vicinity of the cell substrate interface.

In the proposed PDF microscopy, the PC is the key component for realizing

the on-chip high-contrast surface dark field imaging. It should be able to couple

partial input energy, either in the form of light or electricity, to SPs. Depending

on whether the SPs frequency is the same as the illumination light or not, the

PC condensers can be separated into two groups: passive PCs (Figure 4.3 a) or

active PCs (Figure 4.3 b and Figure 4.3 c). To couple energy to SPs, the passive

PCs can use either a grating or prism to compensate for the momentum mismatch

between the incident photon and SPs. Contrary to passive PCs, the active PCs

integrate the light source and the plasmonic layer together (labeled in Figure 4.3

b and Figure 4.3 c as active media), and utilize the near field interaction between

them to couple energy to SPs. With this approach, no specific coupling structure is

required as the near field of the excited optical dipoles in the active media already

contains large momentum components that match those of the SPs. Therefore, the
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light source should be made of luminescent materials, such as photoluminescent

or electroluminescent materials, and placed within the near field of the plasmonic

layer. Moreover, the direct transmission will be significantly attenuated by the

metallic plasmonic layer, leading to a high image contrast.

With electroluminescence-material-based active PC, it not only eliminates

the need for an external illumination light source but also significantly reduces

the physical size of the light condenser. When voltage is applied between the

electrodes of the active media made of an electroluminescence material, as shown

in Figure 4.3 c, a portion of the energy automatically couples to SPs and the

dark field image of the objects placed at the near field of the plamonic layer could

be detected. Therefore, with its many favorable attributes, we mainly focus on

electroluminescence-material-based active PC in this thesis. In §4.2.2, we will

present the experimental demonstration of the high-contrast imaging capability of

organic light-emitting diode (OLED) based active PC.

4.2.2 Experimental demonstration of OLED-based PDF mi-

croscopy

The OLED-based PC in our experiment is composed of a layer of alu-

minum (Al) film deposited on top of an OLED. Figure 4.4 a and Figure 4.4 b illus-

trate the schematic configurations of the device in top view and cross-sectional

view, respectively. The device was fabricated in a standard coater under the

base vacuum of about 1 × 10−6 Torr. 60 nm 2-TNATA film (4, 4’, 4”-tris-[N-

(2-naphthyl)-Nphenylamino]triphenylamine), 10 nm nondoped NPB film (N, N’-

bis-(1-naphthyl)-N, N’-diphenyl, 1, 1’-biphenyl-4, 4’-diamine), 20 nm Alq3 film

(tris(8-quinolinolato)aluminium), and 1 nm LiF/60 nm Al film are used for hole

injection, hole transport, electron transport, and electron injection layer, respec-

tively [73, 74, 75]. When appropriate bias voltage is applied, the OLED emits

white light from the indium tin oxide (ITO) side, as shown in Figure 4.4 c. Figure

4.4 d is a normalized electric luminance spectrum at 20 mA/cm2 measured by a

PR650 spectrophotometer with a DC source controlled by a connecting computer.

The 60 nm Al film serves not only as the electrode for the OLED but also the SP
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Figure 4.4: Schematic configurations of the device in (a) top view and (b) cross-
sectional view. The purple area (labeled with “+”), brown area (labeled with
“-”), and blue area are anode, cathode, and organic films (from 2-TNATA to Alq3),
respectively. The overlap region is the light-emitting area, indicated by the (yellow)
dashed square. (c) Photo of the OLED taken from the ITO side with 6 V DC
voltage applied between the electrodes. (d) Electric luminescence spectrum of the
OLED at 20 mA/cm2.

supporting medium, where SP can be excited through near-field coupling with the

organic light-emitting molecules in the blue and yellow emission layers. Therefore,

there is no visible light emission from the Al side, as the SP waves are evanescent

field. The choice of white light OLED enables a broadband detection across the

whole visible spectrum. Note that a thin passivation layer (40 nm NPB) was also

deposited on top of the metal film to keep the organic molecules from oxygen and

water vapor to reduce their damage.

To demonstrate the imaging capability of the OLED-based PC, we fab-

ricated a single layer of two-dimensional hexagonally close-packed lattice of the

polystyrene beads (diameter 2 µm) on top of the 40 nm NPB layer using a self-

assemble method. Since the illumination SP waves exist only at the metal surface,

no alignment between the PC and the detection objective is needed, as opposed

to the case of conventional transmission DF microscopy. The scattered white light

from the polystyrene particles was collected by a standard optical microscope ob-
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Figure 4.5: (a) Image obtained by OLED-based PDF microscopy, (b) magnified
image of chosen area in (a), (c) interpolation of (b), and (d) noise reduction and
deconvolution of (c). The objects are self-assembled polystyrene beads (diame-
ter ∼ 2 µm). The observed image contrast (signal/background) enhancement is
approximately 9 dB compared with bright field measurement.

jective (LD EC Epiplan-NEOFLUAR, 50×, NA=0.55) and then captured by an

Andor camera (iXonEM 897), shown in Figure 4.5 a) and Figure 4.5 b. The im-

ages express a bright signal at the region between the particles and a dim signal

in the middle of the particles. The area with no presence of particles expresses as

a dark background. Considering the refractive indices for polystyrene particle and

air are 1.5 and 1, respectively, a bright scattering signal is obtained from the re-

fractive index discontinuous region, which is the edges of the beads. This confirms

that the image acquired is indeed a dark-field image, which is also consistent with

results obtained by fluorescent-dye-based PDF microscopy demonstrated in our

previous publication [72]. Therefore, OLED-based PDF microscopy is capable of

forming high contrast images of objects lying close to the metal film with a highly

integrated active PC without any additional light sources. We also performed an

interpolation, noise reduction, and deconvolution process that have been widely

applied to conventional microscopy imaging techniques, and the results are pre-

sented in Figure 4.5 c and Figure 4.5 d, respectively. The signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio as well as overall image quality shows visible improvement.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Intensity transmission spectrum of p-polarized light for
OLED/Al/NPB-Air structure. Two SP modes can be identified from the spec-
trum. (b) E field intensity distribution of SP mode 1 and (c) E field intensity
distribution of SP mode 2 supported by OLED/Al/NPB-Air structure.

4.2.3 Discussion

Since the high-contrast imaging capability of the OLED-based PC comes

from the evanescent nature of the SPs, the resolution along the direction perpen-

dicular to the metal film as well as the S/N ratio strongly depend on the decay

property of the SPs. Due to its short decay length, unwanted scattering from ob-

jects far from the interface can be avoided, and only objects within close vicinity

to the plasmonic structure are imaged. Further increasing the z resolution and the

S/N ratio can be realized by engineering the SP decay properties. Using carefully

designed plasmonic structures suggested in the literature [31], the SP field with

decay length much shorter than that created by other techniques such as total

internal reflection can be achieved.

Besides the SP decay length, S/N ratio can also be influenced by other

factors such as the coupling efficiency to SP and the surface roughness of the

films. The coupling between the organic light-emitting molecules and the plas-

monic structure can be calculated by modeling the device as isotropically orien-

tated dipoles in the vicinity of a metallic structure [76, 64, 77]. As is known, there

are two plasmonic modes existing in OLED/Al/protection layer-air structure, as

shown in Figure 4.6 a. Figure 4.6 b and Figure 4.6 c are the E field intensity

distribution of the two modes supported by the OLED/Al/NPB-Air structure.

Both of these two modes can be excited by the light emitting dipoles in

OLED and contribute to the evanescent field in air. Since the wave vector of mode
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2 is always larger than that of the propagating light in OLED, it can only be excited

by the evanescent field generated by the light emitting dipoles. As described in

reference [76], the power dissipated by the dipole in the presence of metal can

be written as P =
∫∞

0
dkx(dP/dkx), in which dP/dkx is the power dissipation

spectrum with respect to the in plane wave vector kx and can be calculated by

Equation (4.2) (equation 3.15 in reference [76]).
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The energy coupling efficiency from light emitting dipole to mode 2 (η1) is

acquired by calculating the area below the corresponding peak in energy dissipation

spectrum (Figure 4.7 a) and normalizing with the total energy of a dipole. Figure

4.7 b shows the energy coupling efficiency to mode 2 (η1) as a function of dipole/Al

film separation for isotropic oriented dipoles. Further more, by considering the

electric intensity profile of mode 2 (shown in Figure 4.6 c), we can calculate how

much (η2) of the coupled energy is distributed to the electric field in air for mode

2 as a percentage. Therefore, the final energy coupling efficiency to the field of

mode 2 in air is η1 · η2, shown in Figure 4.7 c. It exponentially decays as the Al

film thickness increases due to the attenuation of Al film.

For mode 1, depending on its wave vector and the refractive index of OLED

material, it could be excited by either the evanescent field or the propagating light

generated by the light emitting dipoles. For the former situation, the way to

calculate the total energy coupling efficiency to mode 1’s field in air is identical to

that of mode 2. For the latter case, we need to calculate the coupling efficiency to

the propagating light that has the appropriate kx to excite mode 1 (η0, Figure 4.8 a)

first, by integrating the corresponding area below the power dissipation spectrum

(indicated by the red area in Figure 4.7 a), and normalizing with the total energy of

a dipole. Then, similar to the coupling efficiency calculation for prism excitation of

SP, the energy coupled to mode 1 (η1, Figure 4.8 b) can be calculated by considering
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Figure 4.7: (a) Power dissipation spectrum of OLED/60nmAl/NPB-Air structure
for d=40 nm dipole/Al film separation. (b) The energy coupling efficiency to SP
mode 2 (η1) for 30 nm and 60 nm Al film respectively. (c) The final energy coupling
efficiency to the field of mode 2 in air for 40 nm dipole/Al film separation as a
function of Al thickness. The dipoles with 460 nm emission peak are isotropic
oriented for all calculations.

the reflectivity curve dip at the OLED/Al interface. Finally, after considering the

electric intensity profile of mode 1, the total energy coupling efficiency to the field

of mode 1 in air can be calculated by η1 · η2, shown in Figure 4.8 c. Similar to

prism excitation of SP, the total coupled energy exponentially decays as the Al

film thickness increases.

After considering the contribution from both SP modes, about 0.01% of the

energy is coupled to the field on the air side (Figure 4.9 the blue lower curve), and

it can be increased by 100 times by reducing the Al thickness to 30 nm (Figure

4.9 the red upper curve) to decrease the attenuation of the large k vector mode

through the metal film as well as increase the coupling efficiency of the relative

small k vector mode, as indicated by the total intensity distribution in Figure 4.9 b.

Besides decreasing the metal film thickness, the efficiency can be further increased

by optimizing the dipole/metal distance and protection layer thickness as well as

refractive index, replacing Al to less lossy metal such as Ag, etc.

We want to emphasize three points regarding the coupling efficiency estima-

tion. (1) As we described above, η1 is the percentage of the dipole energy coupled

to a SP mode, and among that, η2 percent is distributed in air by considering

the field distribution. Therefore, the total energy coupling efficiency to the field

of a SP mode in air can be calculated by η1 · η2. (2) It is possible to design the
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Figure 4.8: (a) The energy coupling efficiency to the propagating light that has
the appropriate kx to excite mode 1 (η0). (b) The energy coupling efficiency to
SP mode 1 (η1) as a function of dipole/Al separation for 30nm and 60nm Al film
respectively. (c) The final energy coupling efficiency to the field of mode 1 in air
for 40nm dipole/Al film separation as a function of Al thickness. The dipoles with
460nm emission peak are isotropic oriented in all calculations.

Figure 4.9: c

urve) and 60 nm Al (blue [lower] curve), respectively.](a) Energy coupled to the

field at NPB/air interface for isotropically oriented dipole with emission

wavelength at 460 nm, and (b) total E field intensity profile (log scale) with

contribution from both SP modes supported by 30 nm Al (red [upper] curve) and

60 nm Al (blue [lower] curve), respectively.
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wave vector of SP mode 1 to be large enough so that an evanescent field, instead

of propagating light, is required to excite it. This can be achieved by adjusting

the refractive index as well as the thickness of protection layer. (3) The proposed

device with 30nm Al film is not the final optimized structure. It just serves as the

example to show one way of improving the coupling efficiency. By tuning more

parameters of the OLED-PDF chip, the energy coupling efficiency could be further

increased.

Besides decreasing the metal film thickness, the efficiency can be further

increased by optimizing dipole/metal distance and protection layer thickness as

well as refractive index, replacing Al to less lossy metal such as Ag, etc. The

remaining energy is either coupled to lossy waves, emitted from the ITO side of

the OLED, or transmitted through 60 nm Al film. Besides the direct transmitted

light through metal film, photons rising from the scattering of the SP by surface

roughness (2 nm rms for our device) also contribute to the background. The S/N

ratio for the prototype device is about 2.4 and can be enhanced by increasing

the coupling efficiency to SP, reducing film surface roughness by better deposition

technique, etc. The dark circular defect at the top right of Figure 4.5 a is caused

by the damage of the organic light-emitting molecules due to oxygen and water

vapor and can be avoided by an improved passivation method [78, 79, 80]. We

want to emphasize that the image acquisition time in the current demonstration

can be reduced for real-time microscopy applications by increasing the coupling

efficiency to SP, increasing OLED power, or using higher electronic gain for an

imaging CCD detector.

As our experimental results show, OLED-based PDF microscopy is a highly

compact, alignment-free approach to achieve high-contrast imaging of objects close

to the interface. Since its dark-field imaging capability is enabled by evanes-

cent field illumination instead of oblique ray illumination, OLED-based PDF mi-

croscopy does not set any constraint on the NA of the detection objectives. There-

fore, the capability of high NA objectives can be fully utilized to form high-

resolution DF images. Moreover, since the principles of OLED-based PDF mi-

croscopy are similar to fluorescent-dye-based PDF microscopy, it shares the same
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advantages, such as large field of view, potential applications to fluorescent mi-

croscopy, etc. [68, 72, 81]. By integrating plasmonic structure with the white

light OLED, white light OLED-based PC becomes more compact and can work

across the whole visible spectrum compared with fluorescent-dye-based PC, prism-

or SIL-based dark-field surface plasmon microscopy, and SWEDA [66, 67, 68, 69].

Through an appropriate specimen-removing process, the device can be recycled for

multiple measurements. The PC can also be further integrated with other lab-on-

a-chip structures, such as microfluidic channels, etc., to accomplish dark-field high

contrast imaging on a multifunction chip. It may have potential applications in

fields such as bio-imaging, sensing, and point-of-care diagnostics.

4.3 Numerical demonstration of PEF microscopy

4.3.1 Principles of PEF microscopy

As discussed in §4.1.2, TIRF microscopy is widely used for studying bio-

chemical kinetics and single bio-molecule dynamics at cell-substrate regions due

to its superior selective visualization capability and background fluorescence re-

duction ability enabled by the evanescent nature of the excitation field. Since

the thickness of the fluoresphore excitation region is about the same as the z de-

cay length of the evanescent field, TIRF microscopy with extremely short z decay

length are needed for studying the dynamics of ultra-thin bio-structures such as

cell membranes (thickness 5-10 nm).

In TIRF microscopy, the intensity decay length of the excitation evanes-

cent field can be written as Equation (4.3), in which λ0, θ0, n1 and n2 are the

wavelength of the illumination light, the illumination angle, the refractive index

of the substrate media and the refractive index of the surrounding media of the

object, respectively. NAused represents the numerical aperture used to deliver the

illumination light for evanescent field generation purpose and should be smaller

than that of the NA of the object. It is clear that the intensity decay length L is

eventually determined by the NA of the TIRF objective used. As the NA of the

objective increases, the minimum achievable evanescent field intensity decay length
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the intensity decay length for conventional TIRF
microscopy and PEF microscopy.

decreases accordingly. However, it is extremely difficult to increase the NA of the

TIRF object and currently the highest NA available is 1.65, which corresponds to

a minimum evanescent field intensity decay length around 40 nm for visible light.
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To further reduce the intensity decay length for better background reduction

purpose, evanescent field with high kx is needed. SP is a good candidate for this

purpose due to its large wave vector compared with that of the free space light

(k0). Similar to the case for conventional TIRF microscopy, the intensity decay

length for SP field can be formulated as Equation (4.4), in which NAeffective is

defined as ksp/k0. Here we propose a new surface imaging technique, termed as

PEF microscopy, by taking advantage of the ultra-high wave vector supported by

metamaterials. A metamaterial is an artificially designed material, which possesses

exotic properties compared with natural material. Due to the advancement in

nano-fabrication, metamaterials with various special properties, such as negative

index of refraction, strong anisotropic permittivity etc. have been successfully

engineered [82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. With proper design, the SP mode supported by

metamaterials such as metal/dielectric multi-layers could reach several times of k0,

leading to ultra-thin selective fluorescent excitation region and superior background
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Figure 4.11: (a) Cross section view; (b) RCWA characterization; (c) Comsol
characteriztion of the designed substrate.

fluorescence reduction capability. As shown in Figure 4.10, the intensity decay

length for PEF microscopy can reach sub-20 nm, which is less than half of the

minimum decay length achievable with conventional objective based TIRF.
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4.3.2 Numerical verification of a metamaterial substrate

Due to the split of the SP modes on a thin metal film, the modes supported

by metal/dielectric multilayer forms a band with its location and bandwidth tun-

able by changing the thickness of the metal and dielectric films. As an example,

for fixed metal layer thickness, the tangential wave vector of the supported mode

increases as the thickness of the dielectric layer decreases and can reaches ∼ 4-5
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Figure 4.12: Schematics of substrate fabrication. (a) Pattern generation through
electron beam lithography; (b) pattern transfer through reactive ion etching; (c)
Ag grating deposition and residue resist removal; (d) multilayer deposition.

times that of the wave vector of free space photon [26]. When both the metal

and dielectric film thicknesses are much smaller than the working wavelength and

the number of periods is relatively large, the material property of the multilayer

structure can be calculated by effective media theory shown in Equation (4.5) and

Equation (4.6), in which p is the filling ratio of the metal film [31].

εeff (x) = pεmetal + (1− p)εdielectric (4.5)

εeff (z) = (εmetalεdielectric)/((1− p)εmetal + pεdielectric) (4.6)

To make sample fabrication easier, here we consider a relatively simple

three-layer (Ag/TiO2/SiO2) structure, as shown in Figure 4.11 a. As the thickness

of the TiO2 film varies, the tangential wave vector of the supported mode changes

accordingly. The thickness of the Ag film, Ag grating and the period of the grating

are also optimized to maximize the ratio of the excited desired evanescent field

and the direct transmission using a semi-analytical method, rigorous coupled-wave

analysis (RCWA). The optimized value for parameters a, b, d and p are 45 nm,

30 nm, 45 nm and 240 nm, respectively, leading to a supported SP mode with

wave vector 2.84k0 and 17 nm intensity decay length in water along the z direction.

Finally, a thin layer (10 nm) of SiO2 can be added on top of the structure, serving as

a protection layer. The 0th, 1st and -1st order scattering intensity of the optimized
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structure is represented by the red, blue and green lines, respectively, in Figure 4.11

b. Since the momentum provided by the 240 nm period grating is smaller than that

of the SP mode supported (2.84k0), an oblique incident is needed for efficient mode

excitation, as indicated by the location of the peak of the 1st scattering intensity.

To confirm the intensity decay length, the structure is simulated in Comsol, a

finite element based solver for EM wave simulation. The red dots shown in Figure

4.11 c top and bottom are the electric field intensity along z direction starting

from the SiO2/water interface. Within the first 100 nm, the intensity decay can

be fitted by an exponential decay with 17 nm decay length (shown by the blue

line in the top of Figure 4.11 c ), which matches with the theoretical estimation

calculated from the 2.84k0 wave vector very well. The field within the first 20 nm

is two orders of magnitude stronger than that of the field at 100 nm away from

the interface, leading to exceptional background elimination ability. Moreover, the

designed substrate can be fabricated by standard cleanroom processes as shown

in Figure 4.12. The designed grating pattern can be produced on transparent

quartz substrate using electron beam lithography (EBL), followed by a reactive

ion etching (RIE) to transfer the pattern on to the substrate. After depositing

the Ag grating and removing residue resist, the patterned substrate is ready for

Ag/TiO2/SiO2 deposition.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an experimental demonstration of the high-

contrast imaging capability of the PDF microscopy using a compact, highly in-

tegrated OLED-based PC chip and discussed methods of further improving its

efficiency. We also discussed a highly related technique, PEF microscopy, which

can achieve selective excitation of fluorescent dyes within a region significantly

smaller than that of TIRF microscopy by utilizing the SPs as the excitation field.

An example design with 17 nm intensity decay length is proposed and numeri-

cally verified. Due to its exceptional background reduction ability, the designed

structure can be used for ultra-thin specimen, such as membrane, studies.
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Chapter 5

Localized SP assisted contrast

(LSPAC) microscopy

5.1 Background

Optical microscopy is an important tool for life science because light is a

non-invasive probe to examine biological samples. Since the refractive indices of

cells and subcellular components are very close to that of water, they normally

show only small contrast under a conventional bright field microscope. Several

techniques, such as dark field microscopy, phase contrast microscopy, etc. were

invented to enhance the image contrast without staining the biological samples

with fluorescent dye [2]. As described in §4.1.1, the dark field microscopy relies on

the scattering of the illumination light due to the refractive index variation in a

sample to form a high contrast image. Whereas the phase contrast microscopy, in-

vented by physicist Frits Zernike, translates the refractive index difference between

the specimen and its surrounding media into the intensity variation in the image

through interference. The key idea of a phase contrast microscopy is to seperate

the direct transmitted light (indicated by the red beam) and the scattered light

emerging from the specimen (indicated by the yellow beams) and modulate them

separately. As shown in Figure 5.1, the partial coherent illumination light passing

through a specially designed annulus is focused onto the specimen by a condenser.

69
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Figure 5.1: Schematics of the optical train of a phase contrast microscope

The phase plate placed inside the objective adds both intensity attenuation and

phase adjustment to the direct transmitted light to match its intensity to the same

order of magnitude with that of the scattered light and increasing the phase differ-

ence between them. As a result, the image formed by the interference of these two

beams shows significant contrast enhancement compared with conventional wide

field microscopy [2]. Although these techniques can greatly improve the image

contrast, they all have corresponding limitations. For example, the dark field mi-

croscopy fails to enhance the contrast for specimens with gradual refractive index

variation, due to the limited scattered light; whereas the image formed by a phase

contrast microscope usually shows a characteristic halo and shade-off artifacts [2].

Localized SP is a non-propagating excitation of the conduction electrons of

metallic nano-structures coupled to the electromagnetic field. Under the resonance

condition, both the field inside and in the near field region outside the nano-

structures are amplified. For spherical nano-particles with diameter much smaller

than the wavelength of the illumination light, the localized SP resonance (LSPR)

condition is given by Equation (5.1), with ε(ω) and εd(ω) representing the frequency

dependent dielectric constant of the nano-particle and the surrounding dielectric,

respectively [87]. Although Equation (5.1) was derived from a simplified model

where nano-structures are treated as spherical particles, the underlying physics for

the resonance condition are still the same. The LSPR frequency is directly related

to the dielectric constant of the surrounding media and is sensitive to its variation.
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For a fixed type of surrounding media, the LSPR frequency is then influenced by

the shape as well as the dimensions of the nano-structures.

Re[ε(ω)] = −2εd(ω) (5.1)

Different from conventional high contrast imaging methods, propagating

surface plasmon (SP) or localized surface plasmon assisted contrast enhancement

techniques were also explored during the last few decades. Since the excitation

conditions for both propagating and localized SP resonances are very sensitive to

the local refractive index variation [20, 87], and therefore they became widely used

in label-free bio-sensing [88, 89, 90] and bio-imaging [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98,

99, 100, 101, 102]. In the field of optical microscopy, many researchers utilize this

high sensitivity to enhance the image contrast [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. A

propagating SP based microscopy technique, in which the Kretschann configuration

is used to excite the SPs, was first demonstrated in late 1980s [91, 92]. Although

the image contrast was improved for thin-film samples with small refractive index

differneces, its spatial resolution is on the order of microns, which is limited by the

propagation length of SPs [91, 92]. In order to improve the spatial resolution of

the propagating SP assisted microscopy, microscope objectives were used to excite

propagating SP over a range of azimuthal angles, based on which several scanning

or wide field approaches have been demonstrated [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. The

scanning approaches [93, 94, 95] achieve relatively higher spatial resolution ( 200-

300nm), but sacrifice the image acquisition time compared with the wide field

techniques [96, 97, 98, 99].

5.2 Principles of LSPAC microscopy

Compared with propagating SP assisted microscopy, the spatial resolution

of localized SP assisted imaging techniques intrinsically possess high spatial reso-

lution thanks to the field confinement and the sub-diffraction limited size of the

nano-particles. Moreover, the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) can be

excited using a standard dark field microscope with no additional modification of

the optical path, which makes the system easy to implement and use. Due to
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Figure 5.2: Schematic configuration of the LSPAC microscopy system

the above advantages of localized SP assisted technique, molecular-specific nano-

particles have been delivered into cells to image and monitor the epidermal growth

factor receptors and determine the cellular refractive indices [100, 101]. Besides

free-of-move nano-particles, nano-structures patterned on substrates also became

widely used for refractive index sensing [89, 102]. However, utilizing nanostructure-

patterned substrates to enhance the image contrast of thin-specimen with small or

gradual refractive index variation has not been demonstrated yet.

We propose a localized SP assisted contrast (LSPAC) microscopy technique

to enhance the image contrast of ultra-thin transparent specimens by combining

LSPR of nano-patterned metallic substrate and dark field microscopy. As is shown

in Figure 5.2, the thin specimen is placed on a metallic-nanostructure patterned

substrate and the light scattered by the thin-sample/patterned substrate is col-

lected using standard dark field configuration and captured by a charge coupled

device (CCD). Owing to the sensitive response of the LSPR peak wavelength with

respect to the refractive index of the surrounding media, the LSPR peak wave-

length of the nano-patterned metallic substrate shifts with the local refractive

index variation of the thin specimen placed on top. By utilizing a monochro-

matic light illumination emerging from an illumination band-pass filter, this LSPR

peak wavelength shift is then converted to a scattering intensity difference, which

eventually leads to the enhancement in image contrast.
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5.3 Experimental demonstration of LSPAC

5.3.1 Sample fabrication

The substrate for LSPAC microscopy can be any nano-patterned metallic

surface that supports LSPR. Here we choose the porous sliver film due to its strong

scattering signal and easy fabrication process for concept demonstration purpose.

A layer of 60 nm thick porous Ag film was deposited on a cover slip by electron

beam deposition at a deposition rate of 0.7 Å/s with a base pressure of 2 × 10−7

Torr. In the deposition process, Ag normally starts the growth with sparse islands

first and then individual islands gradually merge together to form a continuous

film as the film thickness increases [103]. However, the slow deposition rate and

small film thickness used in our samples result in lots of random distributed air

gaps in the film as indicated by both the SEM and atomic force microscope (AFM)

images in Figure 5.3 a and 5.3 b, respectively. In addition to the surface metrology

characterization, the scattering image of the deposited porous Ag film (Figure 5.3 c)

was also collected with a Zeiss LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar objective of 50× and 0.55

numerical aperture (NA). Due to LSPR, purple to dark blue light were scattered

strongly by the deposited porous Ag substrate. The scattering spectrum response

of the substrate was then analyzed by a spectrometer. The red and blue curves in

Figure 5.3 d correspond to the normalized scattering spectra of the porous Ag film

with surrounding media air (n = 1.0) and Al2O3 (n = 1.74), respectively. As the

refractive index of the surrounding medium increases, the LSPR peak shifts from

a wavelength at ∼ 405 nm to longer wavelength at ∼ 467 nm.

5.3.2 High contrast imaging capability demonstration for

uniform thin object

In order to demonstrate the high contrast imaging capability of LSPAC

microscopy, an array of thin Al2O3 square was deposited on top of both the porous

Ag substrate and bare cover slips, serving as the LSPAC microscopy sample and

the control sample, respectively. The 40 µm wide and ∼ 40 nm thick Al2O3 squares
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Figure 5.3: (a) SEM image, (b) AFM image, (c) dark field image and (d) the
normalized scattering spectra of the deposited porous Ag film. The shaded blue
region in (d) corresponds to the wavelength range of the illumination light used
for the microscopy measurement.

were fabricated by electron beam deposition with a gold grid as the shadow mask.

Both the LSPAC microscopy sample and the control sample were deposited in

the same chamber at the same time. Based on the spectra of the porous Ag

substrate, the illumination light with a wavelength close to the LSPR peak at

the Al2O3/Ag interfaces was selected for the LSPAC sample and control sample

microscopy measurements as indicated by the blue region (485 nm ± 10 nm) in

Figure 5.3 c. The reflection dark field image of both the LSPAC and the control

samples were taken with a Zeiss LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar objective of 50× and

NA = 0.55; whereas the phase contrast image of the control sample was measured

with a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat Ph3 oil immersion objective of 100× and NA =

1.4, due to different objective function combinations. For the scattering image

of the Al2O3 squares deposited on the porous Ag substrate, stronger scattering

signals are collected at the Al2O3/Ag region as shown in Figure 5.4 a. This is

due to the red shift of the LSPR peak wavelength introduced by the refractive-

index change of the surrounding media from 1.0 (air) to 1.74 (Al2O3). By using a

LSPR substrate, the whole region with the same refractive index shows the same

scattering intensity (Figure 5.4 a) as opposed to the image by dark field microscopy
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in which only the region with refractive index discontinuity lights up. The contrast

between the bright Al2O3 squares and the dark surrounding air region is about 60%

(calculated by (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin), Imax and Imin refers to the intensity

maximum and minimum, respectively), which matches the contrast calculated from

the scattering spectra of the Al2O3/Ag and Air/Ag (Figure 5.3 c) at 485 ± 10nm.

For the phase contrast microscopy of the control sample, the immersion oil was

placed on the bottom of the cover slip, where no film was deposited. Owing to

the small optical path length difference between the air and the deposited Al2O3

squares, the intensity contrast enhancement of the phase contrast image from the

control sample is limited as shown in Figure 5.4 c. Moreover, the characteristic

halo and shade-off artifacts appear on the Al2O3 square edges. In the reflection

dark field measurement of the control sample, only the edges that correspond to

refractive index discontinuity regions scatter light and form the outline of the Al2O3

sheets (Figure 5.4 d). The averaged cross sections of the above mentioned images

(Figure 5.4 a, 5.4 c and 5.4 d) clearly show the contrast enhancement of thin object

deposited on the porous Ag substrate compared with conventional phase contrast

microscopy technique (Figure 5.4 b).

5.3.3 High contrast imaging capability demonstration for

non-uniform thin object

As a further demonstration of the contrast enhancement capability of the

proposed LSPAC microscopy, an Al2O3 taper was fabricated to serve as a test

object with a gradual refractive-index variation. The Al2O3 taper was deposited

on both the 60 nm thick porous Ag substrate and a bare cover slip substrate by

electron beam deposition using a cover slip as the shadow mask. The shadow

mask is placed 1mm above the top of the substrates so that the thickness of the

deposited Al2O3 films gradually decreases from ∼ 40 nm to 0 nm within about

a 20 µm region as shown by the schematic drawing (Figure 5.5 a) and the AFM

measurement (Figure 5.5 d green line). Therefore, the average refractive index

of the taper region linearly decreases from 1.74 to 1.00 accordingly. Figure 5.5 b

shows the same taper region deposited on the cover slip imaged by both reflection
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Figure 5.4: (a) The scattering image of the LSPAC sample; (b) The cross section
comparison of (a, c-d); (c) The phase contrast image and (d) the reflection dark
field image of the control sample.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematics of the Al2O3 taper deposited on the porous Ag sub-
strate; (b) the bright field and dark field image of the Al2O3 taper deposited on
the cover slip. (c) The LSPAC image, (d) its cross section (blue line), and AFM
measurement (green line) of the Al2O3 taper deposited on the porous Ag substrate.

bright field (top half) and dark field (bottom half) microscopy, with the red arrows

indicating the same artifact on the sample. The reflection bright field image shows

a weak contrast between Al2O3/coverslip region and air/cover slip region due to

the small reflectivity difference between the deposited Al2O3 film and the cover

slip. Because the scattered light from the taper deposited on the cover slip is

extremely weak owing to the slow variation of the average refractive index with

respect to spatial location, the taper is not visible under conventional reflection

dark field microscopy. Moreover, the conventional phase contrast microscopy also

fails to provide contrast enhancement due to the small optical path length variation

between the deposited Al2O3 and air (about 30nm at the flat Al2O3 region).

For the Al2O3 taper deposited on the porous Ag substrate, the gradual

decrease of the average refractive index causes the LSPR peak wavelength at the

taper region to gradually shift toward shorter wavelengths. Therefore, different

scattered light intensity will be collected at different locations in the taper region

if a narrow band illumination light is used. Figure 5.5 c shows the normalized

scattering intensity distribution at the taper region with the height and color rep-
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Figure 5.6: (a) The LSPAC image of the lipid deposited on a porous Ag substrate.
(b) The bright field image and (c) the dark field image of the control sample with
lipid deposited on a cover slip.

resenting the scattering intensity under an illumination light at 485 ± 10nm. Since

the passing band of the filter is close to the LSPR peak for Al2O3/porous Ag inter-

face, the scattering intensity is the strongest at the uniform 40 nm Al2O3 region,

and then gradually decreases at the taper area as the Al2O3 thickness decreases,

and finally stabilizes at the air only region. If the taper region is treated as one ob-

ject with fixed height and varying refractive index, the scattering intensity can be

related to the local refractive index variation of the object. However, if the taper

region is considered as an object with fixed refractive index but varying height, the

scattering intensity reveals the height variation of the taper, as confirmed by the

agreement of averaged scattering intensity at the taper region (Figure 5.5 d blue

line) and the AFM height measurement of Al2O3 taper (Figure 5.5 d green line).

5.3.4 High contrast imaging capability demonstration using

bio-specimens

Since the LSPAC microscopy can greatly enhance the image contrast of thin

transparent samples, a layer of mixed lipid is chosen as the bio-samples. The mixed

lipids consist of 40% (mol%) of DOPC (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine),

40% of DPPC (dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and 20% of cholesterol,

and originally are dissolved in 1:1 chloroform and TFE solution. After spin coated

on to both the cover slip substrate (control sample) and porous Ag substrate, the

solvent evaporates and Lo/Ld (liquid ordered/ liquid disordered) domains forms
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on the substrates through self-assembling. The Lo phase is rich in DPPC and

cholesterol, while the Ld phase is rich in DOPC. The samples were then put into

vacuum for over 24 hours to further remove traces of solvent. All the images of

both the LSPAC and the control samples were taken with a Zeiss LD EC Epiplan-

Neofluar objective of 50× and NA = 0.55 under monochromatic light illumination

at 485nm with 20nm bandwidth. The LSPAC image shown in Figure 5.6 a shows

intensity variation between domains due to both the small refractive index as

well as thickness variation between the domains formed by different types of self

assembled lipid layers. However, for the self assembled lipid layered on cover slip

substrate fabricated with the same process, its reflection bright field image shows

very weak contrast; while the dark field image is only capable of enhancing the

image contrast for refractive index change region or edges, as shown in Figure 5.6

b and Figure 5.6 c respectively.

5.4 Discussion

Since the high contrast imaging capability of the LSPAC microscopy comes

from the LSPR resonance peak shift with refractive index variation in the sur-

rounding media, the imaging contrast is mainly determined by the substrate sensi-

tivity and the full width half maximum (FWHM) of its resonance peak. A LSPR

substrate with higher sensitivity and narrower resonance peak can provide better

contrast enhancement. The porous Ag substrate used in this paper serves only

as a concept demonstration. It is not an optimized structure in terms of con-

trast enhancement due to the lack of control in the porous film metrology. High

sensitivity and small resonance peak FWHM could be designed and fabricated to

further improve the contrast enhancement. During the image acquisition process,

the LSPR peak wavelength shift is converted to intensity variation by illumination

filters. Therefore, the image contrast is also influenced by the center wavelength

and the bandwidth of the band-pass filter. Using filters with appropriate center

wavelength and narrower bandwidth can result in higher contrast enhancement for

the same sample. Besides sensitivity, spatial resolution is also an important factor
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for an imaging system. The spatial resolution of LSPAC microscopy is intrinsically

diffraction limited due to the field confinement and the sub-diffraction limited size

of the nanoparticles. The non-uniform scattering intensity in uniform Al2O3 or air

region is caused by the non-uniformity of the porous Ag substrate and it can be sig-

nificantly reduced by better substrate designs and fabrication techniques, such as

uniform nano-disk array fabricated by electron beam lithography or nano-imprint

techniques.

5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, our experimental results show that by replacing conventional

cover slips with nano-patterned metallic substrates, LSPAC microscopy is capable

of acquiring wide field, high contrast images of thin specimens with small and

gradual refractive index variations. Since its high contrast imaging capability

originates from localized SP instead of propagating SP, its spatial resolution is sub-

diffraction limited, about several hundred nanometers. Moreover, this technique

is a wide field technique, and thus no scanning or additional modification of the

optical path is needed for the image acquisition, which makes the system easy to

implement and use. Finally, the LSPR substrate can be further integrated with

other lab-on-a-chip structures for on-chip scale high contrast imaging and may have

potential applications in fields such as bio-imaging and point-of-care diagnostics.

This work is partially supported by the NSF-ECCS under Grant No. 0969405.

Chapter 5, in part, is currently being prepared for submission for publica-

tion. The dissertation author was the first author of this paper.



Chapter 6

Future directions and summary

6.1 Future directions

6.1.1 Future directions for PSIM

To further increase the PSIM resolution improvement, one method is utiliz-

ing a SP mode with wave vector much higher than that of the photon to form the

interference pattern. Various plasmonic substrates that support high wave vector

SP modes, such as thin metal films or metal/dielectric multilayer structures, could

be explored. Another method is utilizing the localized SP field for fluorescence

excitation. Since the localized SP field is confined to the metallic structure, the

spatial frequency of this kind of illumination can be higher than that provided by

the propagating SP. Figure 6.1 show the schematics of a localized SP substrate

that could be used for super-resolution microscopy. The intensity distribution of

the illumination pattern can be adjusted with the illumination angle (θ, φ) as well

as polarization direction.

In order to apply the PSIM technique in biological research, a large area

biocompatible, patterned plasmonic substrate is needed. For large area substrate

fabrication, nano-imprint lithography can be used for slit array pattern generation

due to its low-cost and stamp reusability. Although Ag is suitable for SP generation

across the visible frequency with a relatively low loss, it is toxic for bio-specimens.

Therefore, a thin (10-20 nm) biocompatible dielectric protection layer, such as

81
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Figure 6.1: Schematics of a localized SP substrate. The blue region represents a
transparent SiO2 substrate. The hexagonal array of the gray circles corresponds
to metallic nano-disks embedded into the SiO2 substrate.

Figure 6.2: The fluorescence image of actin filaments of HeLa cells grown on a
SiO2 protected Ag plasmonic substrate, with (a) LED and (b) SPI as the excitation
source, respectively.

SiO2, should be added on top of the patterned plasmonic substrate. To deposit a

dense film as well as accurately control the protection layer thickness, the atomic

layer deposition (ALD) technique can be used for the protection layer deposition,

in which the film is grown one atom layer at a time.

For initial biocompatibility check, HeLa cells can be grown on the protected

plasmonic substrate, serving as testing cells because they are robust. The actin

filament bundles inside the cell can be labeled with fluorescent dyes, serving as the

object for super-resolution microscopy (fluorescence image shown in Figure 6.2)

due to their small diameter (6 nm for each actin filament) and it wide distribution

in cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells.

Besides exploring the biological application of the PSIM technique, another
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research direction is to increase its imaging speed. To achieve 20 super-resolution

frames per second, the system needs to operate at 120 frames per second because

6 diffraction-limited images is needed for 1 super-resolution image reconstruction.

A micro-controller chip or synchronized function generators can be used to syn-

chronize the scanning mirrors and the CCD camera. Moreover, a series of tests

should be performed using images taken under different exposure time for PSIM

reconstruction to determine the necessary signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for desired

reconstruction resolution. As the frame rate increases, the exposure time decreases

accordingly. Therefore, the illumination laser power density may need to be ad-

justed accordingly to achieve the necessary SNR.

6.1.2 Future directions for PDF microscopy, PEF microscopy

and LSPAC microscopy

To increase the performance of the integrated PC chips for PDF microscopy,

more durable light source such as light emitting diodes (LED) can also be explored.

The thickness of the p-type semiconductor as well as the thickness and material

of the top electrode (such as Ag, Al, Au or multi-layer structures) should be sys-

tematically studied to optimize the coupling efficiency between the light-emitting

structures and the SP modes supported at the surrounding media/top electrode

interface. In regard to the experimental demonstration of PEF microscopy, the

substrate proposed in Chapter 4 can be fabricated by standard cleanroom electron

beam lithography, etching and film deposition techniques. The intensity decay

length of the excited SP field can be characterized by carefully controlling the dis-

tance between the fluorescent molecules and the substrate and monitoring their

intensity. After experimentally demonstrating the super-z resolution of the de-

signed structure and confirming its biocompatibility, cells with fluorescent-labeled

membrane proteins can be grown on the substrate for protein dynamics studies. In

terms of the LSPAC microscopy, the substrate uniformity as well as image contrast

can be improved by replacing the porous Ag substrate, which consists of metallic

scatters with varying shapes and diameters, to uniformly nano-patterned substrate

such as nano-disk arrays embedded in a transparent substrate. The dimensions
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of the nano-disks can be optimized to achieve shape resonance peaks and large

spectrum shift with respect to the local refractive index variation.

6.2 Thesis summary

In this thesis, we demonstrated several high-resolution and high-contrast

microscopy techniques by combing plasmonics with optical microscopy techniques.

The PSIM technique is a wide-field, SP assisted super-resolution imaging

technique. It is capable of achieving a higher resolution improvement compared

with conventional SIM. The numerical simulations shown in Chapter 2 show a

3-fold and a 4-fold resolution improvement compared with epi-fluorescence mi-

croscopy, respectively. The proof-of-concept experiment presented in Chapter 3,

using slit array configuration for SPI generation, processes a 2.7-fold resolution

improvement compared with epi-fluorescence microscopy. Moreover, the ultimate

PSIM resolution is only limited by the achievable wave-vectors of the SPs and could

be drastically improved by plasmonic mode engineering. The demonstrated PSIM

may lead to important applications where a high-speed super-resolution imaging

tool is needed.

The PDF microscopy and the PEF microscopy are two closely related tech-

niques that exploit the SP evanescent field for high contrast surface imaging pur-

pose. The PDF microscopy mainly focuses on on-chip dark field imaging with

highly integrated PCs and is experimentally demonstrated in the first part of

Chapter 4, using a compact white light OLED-based PC. The PCs can be fur-

ther integrated with other lab-on-a-chip structures, such as micro-fluid channels

or CCD sensors, to accomplish high-contrast imaging on a multifunction chip and

may have potential applications in bio-imaging, sensing, and point-of-care diag-

nostics etc. While the PEF microscopy addresses ultra-thin region of selective

fluorescent excitation for superior background fluorescence reduction by taking

advantage of the ultra-high wave vector supported by metamaterials. The opti-

mized design presented in the second part of Chapter 4 shows sub-20 nm intensity

decay length, which is less than half of the minimum decay length achievable with
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conventional objective based TIRF. The demonstrated PEF microscopy can po-

tentially be used for studying the dynamics of ultra-thin bio-structures such as cell

membranes (thickness 5-10 nm).

The LSPAC microscopy is a wide-field, high contrast, diffraction-limited

imaging technique designed for thin transparent specimens with small or gradual

refractive index variations. Its high contrast imaging capability is demonstrated

in Chapter 5 using uniform thin object, non-uniform thin object, as well as self-

assembled lipid films. Further more, the LSPR substrate can be further integrated

with other lab-on-a-chip structures for on-chip scale high contrast imaging and

may have potential application in fields such as bio-imaging and point-of-care di-

agnostics.
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